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Introduction
Background
A large portion of the rainfed areas (65% of arable land) in India is characterized by low productivity,high risk and uncertainty, low level of technological change and vulnerability to degradation of naturalresources. The region houses a sizable number of unemployed, poverty-stricken and undernourishedpopulation. This region is underdeveloped due to extreme seasonal fluctuations, weather and marketuncertainties and highly unstable income. The majority (about 70%) of the population in the region isdependent on agriculture. Ironically, the rainfed areas were bypassed with respect to investment oninfrastructure and technology intervention as compared to irrigated areas because investments weresupposed to be less productive. Policy initiatives were inappropriate, lethargic and often unattendedfor this vulnerable region. Such a scenario has impeded the growth performance of the rainfed areas ascompared to irrigated agriculture.
Water is critical for rainfed areas because of scarcity and also lack of proper management thataccelerates shortages. Broadly, rainfed areas are confronted with two major technical and water-related problems:
1. Heavy and intense rainfall and surface runoff during the monsoons leading to soil erosion andsiltation or pollution of water bodies downstream; and2. Severe drought in the summer season leading to acute scarcity of water for postrainy season crops.
These two extreme eventualities need to be managed for enhancing agricultural productivity,augmenting income and preventing degradation of soil and water. The watershed program wasinitiated with the basic premise to overcome such anomalies in the country. It was viewed as the keyprogram, which could meet the emerging and complex challenges of rainfed areas: deplorable poverty,huge unemployment and acute degradation of natural resources. The program was reckoned as acatalyst to bring the second-generation green revolution [International Crops Research Institute forthe Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) refers as ‘grey to green revolution’] in the rainfed areas. Theprogram was expected to benefit poor farmers dependent on marginal areas and bridge the gulfbetween irrigated and rainfed areas.
The watershed program is a land-based program, which is increasingly being focused on water, with itsmain objective being to enhance agricultural productivity through increased in situ moistureconservation and protective irrigation for socioeconomic development of rural people. An importantconcern in watershed development is the equitable distribution of the benefits and sharing of thecosts of land and water resources development and the consequent biomass production.
Though the watershed program in India was initiated more than four decades ago, the activities weremore vigorous and seriously conducted only during the 1990s, particularly after the worst drought ofthe century in 1987. The nature and scope of the watershed programs were modified over differentplan periods and recently tuned to encourage people’s participation. The Government of Indiathrough different ministries has invested more than US$2 billion during the last 50 years forwatershed development under various programs until 1999–2000. In the past, several useful studieswere conducted to assess the impact of watershed programs, and to examine people’s participation(eg, Chopra et al. 1990, Farrington and Lobo 1997, Marothia 1997, Samra 1997, Deshpande andThimmaiah 1999, Hanumantha Rao 2000, Kerr et al. 2000,  Ratna Reddy 2000). These studies havemixed conclusions on the performance of watershed programs in achieving the expected economic
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and environmental outcomes. These evaluation studies provided useful insights on the performanceof numerous watersheds and examined conditions for the success of the watershed programs acrossdifferent geographical regions of the country. This study draws from many such studies and attemptsto synthesize major lessons and experiences through a fresh assessment of the existing literaturecomplemented by in-depth case studies.
Purpose and objectives of the study
The purpose of the study is to review past experiences in watershed research and development inIndia with emphasis on policy and institutional constraints to sustainable watershed management inthe rainfed drought-prone regions, synthesize lessons from diverse experiences, identify knowledgegaps, and develop recommendations for future research. The study will provide useful insight into theimportance of economic, policy and institutional issues and constraints and suggest options forwatershed management. The analysis will also serve as a basis for identifying needs for future researchin this area.
The specific objectives are:
• Undertake a critical review of the existing literature on the socioeconomic and institutional aspectsof integrated soil and water management research to identify major research gaps and synthesizekey lessons from technology design and development experiences in the semi-arid tropics (SAT).• Assess the different institutional approaches to watershed management (including ICRISAT’sconsortium approach in benchmark watersheds) and the role of different stakeholders forsuccessful watershed management.• Assess and identify factors behind the success (in terms of sustained adoption of technologies andcommunity participation for collective action) or failure of the different watershed managementapproaches with emphasis on biophysical factors, technology characteristics, distribution ofbenefits to different members of the community, and socioeconomic (markets, prices, policies,regulations, institutions, etc) constraints at different levels.• Investigate upstream and downstream tradeoffs and scaling up issues in water use and land useintensification resulting from different watershed management approaches with particularemphasis on various practices on the ‘green’ to ‘blue’ water continuum, ie, rainfed to full irrigation.By extension, to assess the implications for scaling up and for sustainable agricultural intensificationthrough watershed management in semi-arid areas.• Identify existing knowledge gaps and suggest priority areas for further research in relation to policyoptions and institutional arrangements (at various levels) to enhance private and collectiveinvestments in soil and water management resulting in resource use intensification.• Assess whether suggested future research investments provide high international public goodsbenefits and how best the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)centers can contribute to address these issues and promote sustainable intensification of agriculturein the semi-arid areas.
Scope of the study
The study is based on review of literature and earlier empirical analysis in different watershed areascomplemented by field study of six watershed development programs in India. These programscovered different agroecological regions and are managed and funded by different agencies: Mysoreresettlement and development agency (MYRADA) in Karnataka, Rajiv Gandhi Watershed Mission
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(RGWM) in Madhya Pradesh, Adarsh Gaon Yojana (AGY) in Maharashtra, Sukhomajri and Logarhwatersheds in Haryana, Fakot watershed in Uttaranchal and Adarsha watershed in Kothapally inAndhra Pradesh. The paper is organized as follows. A review of theoretical policy and institutionalissues and concepts relevant to watershed management is presented. In the next section, the currentpolicy and institutional context for watershed management in India is presented. This is followed bya brief review of the watershed development programs in the country. The next section discusses themethods used for the case studies followed by six selected case studies. Major lessons from the casestudies and the review of literature are also presented. The conclusions of the study are presented andin the last section areas for future research are outlined.
Policy and Institutional Issues and Concepts for WatershedManagement
In recent years, watershed-related social science research has received considerable attention fromscholars in India and elsewhere. The research areas covered a large number of issues important forsustainable watershed management. This section highlights the key concepts and policy andinstitutional issues in watershed management that would help discuss and interpret the findings ofthis study in perspective with the existing views and theories. The section highlights: (i) marketfailures and externalities in watershed development; (ii) incentive problems for collective action inmanagement of common property resources; (iii) incentive problems for private investment inwatershed management; and (iv) policy and institutional alternatives for watershed management.
Market failures and externalities in watershed management
Since water flows along the topo-sequence and watersheds are often inhabited by a number of smalllandholders (belonging to differing social, political and administrative units) with fragmentedlandholdings and differential resource use rights, optimal and sustainable management of water andsoil resources requires appropriate policies and institutional arrangements that encourage andstimulate both private and collective efforts. Costs and benefits from watershed development effortsare determined by the stock of resource use rights and entitlements of individual holders and theability to exclude others from benefiting from such investments. Excludability depends on biophysicalconditions (eg, topography), property rights, and the prevailing legal and institutional framework,including customary laws.
Moreover, investments in water and soil management practices (including cropping systems, cereal-legume rotations, agroforestry, soil conservation, water harvesting, etc) by a single landholder inwatersheds often generate valuable economic and ecological goods and services that influence theflow of benefits and costs both on-site (for the resource owner) and off-site (for other members of thecommunity). The off-site unintended spillover effects of private resource use decisions that affectproduction (or consumption) activities of other farmers and are not mediated through the marketmechanism are commonly referred to as externalities. Some of these externalities could be positiveand others negative. The distribution of investment costs and benefits and the presence of unintendedspillover effects (externalities) determine farmers’ technology choices, land use patterns andinvestment strategies in the watershed. The type of public policies and institutional incentives neededto internalize the watershed externalities depend on the public good characteristics (related toexcludability and rivalry) of the economic and ecological goods and services generated fromwatershed investments.
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From an economic perspective, a rational farmer can only be expected to undertake resource-improving investments when the on-site (on-farm) discounted benefits that directly accrue to him/her from such investments are higher than discounted costs. When private resource-improving andconservation investments generate additional benefits (goods and ecological services) off-site, to thecommunity (society) at large, the level of investment undertaken by the private farmer would be lessthan what would be socially desirable. This occurs because part of the benefits accrues to others, andthe self-interested private investor lacks the economic incentive to spend resources beyond what isprivately profitable. Capturing such positive spillover social benefits requires special policies (eg, costsharing, subsidies, benefit transfer, etc) and institutional arrangements to support private farmers intheir resource-improving investments. In other cases, the characteristics of the externality may benegative and other farmers in the watershed may have no way of mitigating such spillover effects.Lack of excludability of undesirable effects means that part of their decisions on resource use andproduction choices fall under the control of other farmers. In the case of watershed, topographic andlandownership conditions may also imply that negative externalities flow in several directions(reciprocal externalities) in such a way that land use and water management decisions of each farmeraffect the well being of the other. These kinds of mutual spillover effects also require interventionsmediated through targeted policies and institutional incentives that encourage cooperation andcollective action.
Incentive problems for common pool resource management
In the context of watershed management, common pool resources, ie, non-exclusive resources ofwhich the rights of use are commonly held by users in a relatively well defined group (usually acommunity), include groundwater and surface water, wastelands and grazing lands, and forests. Asmarket prices and effective government regulation is missing to ensure a sustainable management ofthese resources, households and communities somehow have to coordinate the supply and demand toavoid overexploitation.
Coordination of resource use at the community and watershed level is complicated because individualhouseholds have to forego some of the short-term individual benefits. Whether individual householdsare willing to do so will depend on many factors, among which institutional issues (ie, factors thatfacilitate coordination, like information, trust and informal rules and regulations), the perceivedshort- and long-term private costs and benefits of coordination, and social norms will play animportant role.
If people do not cooperate in coordinated use of land and water resources in the watershed, theeffects of watershed rehabilitation may not be sustained. In fact, many disappointing watersheddevelopment experiences can largely be attributed to communities failing to take over themanagement of their resource base in the long term. This makes social and institutional issues socrucial for the sustainability of watershed development that without a certain level of localcoordination and collective decision-making, sustainable outcomes will be hard to maintain.
Several scholars have elaborated the conditions under which people are expected to cooperate in acoordinated use of the resources and when they are not. Unequivocally, the most famous contributionis the ‘Tragedy of the Commons’ (source: Hardin 1965), which has for a long time set the stage. In‘Tragedy of the Commons’, an individual herdsman decides about the number of cattle he leaves forgrazing on a common pasture. As the private benefits of adding an extra cow are higher than the socialloss of overgrazing, the pasture is overexploited and the resource is depleted. The example has often
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been used to illustrate why common property arrangements would not work. With many peopledeciding about the use of a resource and nobody controlling the benefits of sustainable use, all userswould just choose to maximize their own profit at the expense of the others. According to Ostrom(1990), “Whenever one person cannot be excluded from the benefits that others provide, each personis motivated not to contribute to the joint effort, but to free ride on the efforts of the others. If allparticipants choose to free ride, the collective benefit will not be produced.”
Depending on the socioeconomic context and effectiveness of the institutional arrangements in place,groups of people or local communities might, however, succeed in effectively managing the commonresources they control. Within these groups the problem of free riding or non-cooperation can oftenbe dealt within a rather cost-effective way whereas for the state government the costs of monitoringenforcement and control of resource use in the watershed would be enormous. By giving localcommunities collective ownership, the incentive to regulate resource use increases as well; no longerare the expenses of over use paid by the absent owner (eg, the state); they are borne by the usersthemselves.
In his analysis, Hardin did not account for the possibility of effective collective ownership. In fact, hisanalysis addressed the problem of an open access resource ‘free for all’. Whereas in an open accessresource there are indeed little incentives for agents to cooperate, in common property resourcessocial norms and informal rules and regulations of the communities can provide the incentives forcontrolling free-riding behavior.
Although a theoretical framework for the analysis of common pool resource management is lacking,the factors that determine local communities to be successful in addressing the problems withcommon pool resource management involved have been assessed in several empirical studies. Agrawal(2001) provides an overview of three major studies on common property resource management inIndia by Wade (1988), Ostrom (1990) and Baland and Platteau (1996). Agrawal distinguishes fourcategories of factors that play an important role:
1. Resource system characteristics2. User group (UG) characteristics3. Institutional arrangements4. External environment
Resource characteristics affect the conditions for cooperation both through the extent to which userrights can effectively be assigned (predictability of the dynamics of resource use, boundaries of theresource and its size) and the scarcity of the resource and the degradation risks involved. AlthoughAgrawal in his overview does not account for this last condition, resource scarcity (and the economicvalue of the resource) affects the incentive for cooperation through its impact on the perceivedbenefits of coordination. Research has shown this relation to be non-linear; for heavily degradedresources, users are expected not to cooperate as the expected benefits are low, whereas for ampleresources cooperation derives little benefits as these are abundantly available (Chopra and Kadekodi1999). Ecological risk and resource scarcity also affect management of resources (Wade 1988). Theauthor explained much of the variation in village organizations by accounting for differences inresource scarcity and environmental risks.
The UG characteristics are expected to affect the conditions for cooperation through their effect onthe costs of coordination and the social dynamics of resource use involved. Although the effect ofinequality on the sustainability of common pool resource management are rather ambiguous (Baland
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and Platteau 2001), with increasing group size, heterogeneity and differing interests, the costs ofcoordination tend to increase as well. Coordination costs are the so-called transaction costs that arisewhere people interact. Interaction will be rather costless when people know and trust each other, butas soon as they are not so familiar with each other’s motives and background, investments have to bemade to facilitate interaction. Shared norms and values, UG interdependence, a shared history ofvillage cooperation and many other factors help in reducing the transaction costs of cooperation. Ifconsequently the costs of cooperation are low, the likelihood that the community will succeed inmanaging its resources in a sustainable way increases too.
Institutional arrangements are basically the investments in coordination and resource allocationmechanisms that were earlier made. Institutions do not necessarily coordinate resources in a sociallyoptimal way; however, as has been shown by Baland and Platteau (2001), institutions might servedistributional purposes more than welfare objective of improved resource allocation.
This can be explained by the fact that local institution building requires investments as well. Just asincome inequality may trigger a more sustainable management of common resources if it induces therich to invest in conservation of these resources, the costs of institution building and monitoring,enforcement, and control are often borne by the larger shareholders in the common resource base too.This might be positive for total welfare, as some form of resource use coordination will now arise, butmore often the financiers will push their own interests at the forefront of these institutions.Institutional arrangements actually improve efficiency by reducing the costs of coordination. But thismay vary depending on the local socioeconomic and political context; the existing institutions mightas well reflect the vested interests of the more powerful resource users, without actually improvingthe sustainability of common pool resource use. Participation of the different stakeholders indecision-making, fairness in the distribution of resource costs and benefits, and accountability of theresource managers involved could give an indication of how effective existing institutions could be incoordinating and regulating the use of common pool resources.
Finally, the external environment plays an important role in influencing the incentives for sustainableresource use, both through its direct effect on the perceived costs and benefits of cooperation, andthrough the interactions with the broader institutional context. Changes in market structure, input-output prices, subsidies, population growth, and external aid are important factors that affect thesustainability of local resource use. These factors are also important for conservation or productivityenhancing investments in privately owned resources in watersheds and will be discussed in thefollowing section.
Incentive problems for private investment in watershed management
The livelihood strategies and resource use patterns of rural households are determined by assetendowments and exogenous conditioning variables, like population pressure, technological options,rural infrastructure, public policies and access to markets and institutions (Reardon and Vosti 1995).The farm-level profitability of production and conservation technologies and available investmentoptions differ across regions and countries based on socioeconomic, policy and biophysical conditions(Binswanger and Rosenzweig 1986, Pender et al. 1999, Shiferaw and Holden 2001). This implies thattechnology development and intervention strategies for sustainable intensification of agricultureshould take into account differences in the biophysical and socioeconomic factors in differentecoregions. Important factors that influence farmer incentives to undertake private soil and waterconservation investments are highlighted.
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Markets and policy
The adoption of new conservation technologies and investments will depend on the relative returnsand stability of incomes that new options provide compared to existing alternatives. Smallholderfarmers are generally risk-averse (Binswanger 1980). Land degradation increases the risk of futurecrop failures and risk-averse households under perfect information can be expected to invest inpractices that reduce degradation. The choice of technologies and investment strategies will thereforedepend on profitability as well as risk (stability of income) considerations. To the extent that newtechnologies are perceived to be risky, food security and safety-first considerations can deter adoptionof profitable options. Apart from risk, access to credit and ability to relax capital constraints alsoaffect technology adoption and farmer investment behavior. Credit in many developing countries ismade available for productive inputs like fertilizer and improved seeds, which are expected to bringreturns in the short term. Conservation and resource-improving investments that often bring benefitsin the medium to long term are poorly served in credit markets. The high cost of capital credit mayalso be higher than the rate of return on conservation investments, thereby discouraging farmers fromadopting such alternatives.
In addition to profitability, stability of incomes in pest, disease and drought stress situations andavailability and access to inputs needed in the production process are vital considerations for farmers.Besides profitability, the functioning of local markets determines the level of use of fertilizer, laborand other inputs needed in the production process. In semi-arid areas, the short growing periodincreases the pressure on available family labor during the planting season. Imperfections in credit andlabor markets also prevent the ability to effectively alleviate these constraints.
Soil and water conservation methods, like terracing and leveling, often require enormous laborinvestments per unit of treated land. Least-cost and labor-saving water and soil management optionsthat require locally available resources are preferred options. In the wake of increasing land scarcity,vegetative methods (eg, growing grasses and legumes) and agroforestry methods that do not competemuch with available farmland and provide additional benefits in terms of increased production offood, fodder and fuel-wood, and reduce wind and water erosion are suitable options requiring moreattention in natural resource management research and development efforts.
In some cases, public policies subsidize certain inputs (eg, fertilizer, water and power subsidies inIndia) or the public sector accounts for a significant share of the local and national supply (eg, watersector in many countries). Some of these subsidies may provide distorted signals to resource users anddisplace individual efforts for undertaking resource-conserving or -improving investments. Forexample, subsidies on fertilizer and irrigation water as in India may discourage farmers from adoptinginnovations that reduce soil erosion and conserve available water supplies.
Property rights and externalities
One other factor, which has received greater attention in the literature in recent times, is right ofaccess and security of rights to resources (eg, Feder and David 1991, Place and Hazell 1993, Besley1995). For obvious reasons, farmers lack the economic incentive to invest in resource improvementsunless the existing resource rights ensure that they will reap the fruits of their investment. Security ofrights does not, however, presuppose private ownership or private titles to the resource. What seemto matter most for private investment are the degree of security (in terms of ability to exclude othersand enforce rights) and the duration of use a given property rights regime provides to the resourceuser. When the length of use rights is short or when the probability of retaining rights is low (eg, due
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to risk of expropriation), the expected returns from resource-enhancing investments can be very low.This has the effect of shortening the planning horizon of the resource user.
As explained earlier, a related problem occurs when part of the benefits of private investments(positive externalities or spillover effects) accrue to the community or society at large. When thesocial or communal benefits are larger than private benefits, the optimal level of investmentundertaken by a private individual will be less than what would be optimal for society at large. Thisrequires public interventions through cost sharing and subsidies that would stimulate privateinvestments to a socially desirable level. In other cases, costs and benefits of investments areunequally distributed or even accrue to different groups of people often geographically separatedfrom each other. This kind of problem often occurs in watershed management where water and soilconservation investments on the higher reaches bring disproportionately higher benefits to farmers inthe lower reaches of the watershed. This creates problems for collective action unless some innovativeinstitutional arrangements can be designed to compensate the losers. If individual resource users inthe watershed invest in conserving or improving the resource, the resulting privately optimal level ofinvestment will fall short of what would be optimal at the watershed scale since such investments alsobring spillover benefits to others located downstream.
Poverty and time preference
Poverty is one factor blamed for limiting the uptake of more profitable natural resource managementtechnologies. When markets are imperfect, poverty may be associated with high rates of timepreference, which may discourage investments with upfront costs but generate long-term benefits(Holden et al. 1998). High rates of time preference (subjective rate of discount) and insecurity oftenure (short-planning horizons) discourage technologies with high initial investment costs andrelatively higher net benefits in the future.
In the absence of better alternatives that provide short-term economic incentives, public interventionwould be required to encourage adoption of resource-conserving practices by compensating farmersfor an amount equivalent to the technology gap (net short-term losses from choosing new options).Unless subsidized, farmers with a positive discount rate may not be interested in such technologieswith high initial investment costs and delayed benefits.
Biophysical factors and technology options
Factors such as natural fertility of soils, topography, climate and length of growing period alsoinfluence the success of research investments and the type of technologies needed to sustainlivelihoods and conserve the resource base (Binswanger and Rosenzweig 1986). For example, in semi-arid areas with infertile soils and erratic rainfall patterns, risk considerations imply emphasis on watermanagement to reduce soil erosion and to increase crop yields. In semi-arid areas suffering frommoisture stress and seasonal drought, technologies that provide moisture conservation gains are likelyto provide insurance against drought risk and reflect easily on crop productivity, thereby providingincentives for farmers to adopt such practices. Technologies for harvesting rainwater and groundwateralso provide opportunities for supplementary irrigation, which would increase the productivity ofother purchased inputs (eg, fertilizer) and raise the income of the poor (Oweis et al. 1999).
In higher rainfall areas, soil and water conservation mainly helps to mitigate soil erosion and reduceoverland flow and improve safe drainage of excess water. The heterogeneity of the biophysical systemin both dry and wet areas requires careful consideration of local conditions in development of
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watershed management technologies. Farmer incentives to adopt and adapt soil and watermanagement technologies as component parts of watershed management programs will thereforedepend on availability of profitable technological options in a given biophysical and socioeconomicsetting.
Policy and institutional alternatives for watershed management
Addressing the challenges of sustainable natural resource management through watershed-basedplanning and implementation requires innovative policy and institutional alternatives that will helpinternalize the externalities and deal with the unique coordination and incentive problems of policyand market failures for private and collective action. There are no universally accepted policy andinstitutional arrangements to address these problems; the set of policy and institutional optionsshould be fine-tuned to fit the local biophysical and socioeconomic conditions of the area. Therelevant policy issues should include creation of enabling conditions including availability of profitableconservation and production technologies, markets for local produce and required inputs, and asystem of property rights that would encourage private and community investments. Special policiesmay also be developed to foster the uptake of some socially desirable technologies that may not beotherwise adopted by individual farmers to a required level. This may include mechanisms for pricesupport to local produce, cost-sharing arrangements with farmers and the communities for specificwatershed investments, targeted subsidies for specific locations (eg, low-income rainfed regions) orcommunities (eg, minority groups), and creation of basic infrastructure to facilitate the emergence ofcompetitive markets. Targeted subsidies could also be interlinked with other socially desirableprograms in such a way that beneficiaries would be required to comply with other establishedprinciples and norms. An example may be linking fertilizer subsidies with active participation incommunity watershed management programs.
The institutional arrangements required for sustainable watershed management are equally varied anddiverse. The basic elements should include arrangements for delivery of credit service, information,enforceable rules and regulations to regulate the use of common property resources, legislation forempowering local communities and mechanisms for local capacity building. Local-level institutions(and enabling policies) that enhance collective action, conflict resolution and equitable distributionsof benefits from watershed development to the various segments of the community (including theminorities, the landless and women) are also required. An important policy and institutional issue isthe linkage of property rights to land and groundwater use in watersheds. When the water rights arelinked with land rights, private investment in water use may lead to depletion of groundwaterresources. This is a classic common property externality where the action of any one economic agentincreases the social costs of resource use for the entire community and the individual user lacks theincentive to limit his/her level of use. Collective ownership of groundwater may be a suitableapproach in this case. Under such arrangements, indigenous institutions and community norms couldbe evolved to allocate trade rights to groundwater that landless farmers and laborers could alsobenefit.
Strong local-level institutions can increase the viability and sustainability of watershed managementprograms by empowering the community to manage and maintain the assets created under theproject. Strengthening and empowering local institutions, however, needs to be done through acontinuous process of capacity building, which includes not only technical training but also humanresource development for upgrading communication skills, building confidence and leadership,decision-making and conflict resolution.
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Current Policies and Institutional Arrangement for WatershedManagement
Watershed development in India is reckoned as the engine of growth and sustainable development inthe rainfed and drought-prone areas. Hence, the watershed development program in general receivesgood policy support at the national and state levels. Several programs were launched to targetwatershed development with a focus to improve food security, alleviate poverty and sustain thequality of the natural resource base. This section covers some important policies and programslaunched by the Central Government that affect the success of the watershed programs. The mostimportant policies and guidelines including the National Agricultural Policy, Water Policy, Land Policy,Forest Policy and the Watershed Development Guidelines are highlighted.
Agricultural development policy
The new agricultural policy, released recently, is an all encompassing national guideline for addressingwide-ranging problems of the agricultural sector. Over the next two decades, it aims to propel agrowth rate in excess of 4% per annum – a growth that is efficient, equitable, demand-driven andsustainable. The policy lays out a comprehensive national strategy for attaining these lofty goals andtargets. The watershed management approach has been identified as a major intervention strategy forintegrated and holistic development of the rainfed areas. The policy emphasized strengthening thewatershed development programs. It states that “... the Government accords abiding importance toimproving the quality of the country’s land and soil resources. Reclamation of degraded and fallowlands as well as problem soils will be given high priority to optimize their productive use. Specialemphasis will be laid on conserving soils and enriching their fertility. Management of land resources onwatershed basis will receive special attention. Areas of shifting cultivation will also receive particularattention for their sustainable development. Integrated and holistic development of rainfed areas willbe promoted by conservation of rainwater by vegetative measures on watershed basis andaugmentation of biomass production through agro- and farm-forestry with the involvement of thewatershed community. All spatial components of a watershed, ie, arable land, non-arable land anddrainage lines will be treated as one geo-hydrological entity. Management of grazing lands will receivegreater attention for augmenting availability of animal feed and fodder. A long-term perspective planfor sustainable rainfed agriculture through watershed approach will be vigorously pursued fordevelopment of two thirds of India’s cropped area which is dependent on rains” (Government ofIndia 2000b).
The National Agricultural Policy clearly provides strong support to the watershed developmentprograms. It reflects the observed commitment of the Government to take up watersheddevelopment programs more aggressively, including provision of the necessary financial andinstitutional support for its implementation. Its implications were reflected in the annual budget(2003–04) of the Central Government, which stressed on promoting watershed development,conserving natural resources and bringing second green revolution in India. The policy defined at thenational level is very conducive and favorable to watershed development. Its implementation may,however, depend on the capacity at the state and local levels.
Water policy
The Central Government plays a crucial role in defining and establishing the overall framework andguidelines for state-level operation and implementation of various programs to improve water
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allocation and its efficient use and management. The National Water Policy, first adopted inSeptember 1987, has been revised and issued again in 2002 to address the newly emerging issues ofwater availability, quality and inter-sectoral distribution. The policy recognizes that “water is a scarceand precious national resource to be planned, developed, conserved and managed”. It identifies watermanagement as one of the most crucial elements in the development planning of the country. Inrelation to watershed management, the policy states, “… watershed management through extensivesoil conservation, catchments-area treatment, preservation of forests and increasing the forest coverand the construction of check-dams should be promoted. Efforts shall be to conserve water in thecatchments” (Government of India 2002). Further, on drought-prone area development, the policystates, “… it should be made less vulnerable to drought-associated problems through soil-moistureconservation measures, water harvesting practices, minimization of evaporation losses, developmentof the groundwater potential. Pastures, forestry or other modes of development which are relativelyless water demanding should be encouraged. In planning water resource development projects, theneeds of drought-prone areas should be given priority.” The policy identifies the water allocationpriorities (in decreasing order) as drinking water, irrigation, hydropower, ecology, industry, navigationand other uses. To meet these criteria, water resource development and management is to be plannedas multiple-use projects considering the hydrological (eg, watershed, sub-basin, basin) sectoral andenvironmental aspects for sustainable and conjunctive use of surface and groundwater resources.
The recently released document ‘Vision for Integrated Water Resources Development andManagement’ by the Ministry of Water Resources, Government of India stressed the need forrainwater harvesting, preventing soil erosion providing sustainable irrigation and mitigating theproblem of drinking water. The action plan set to accomplish rainwater harvesting is to support non-government efforts in rainwater harvesting both financially and technically (Government of India2003). Similar thrust has been given by various state governments in their respective ‘Vision 2020’documents implying that watershed programs would receive high priority for conserving rainwater,preventing soil erosion and overcoming vulnerability of the poor in the rainfed areas. These policiesclearly demonstrate the commitment of national and state governments for the development ofrainfed areas through watershed management. The missing elements in these policies are related tothe lack of clarity on the rights to surface water and groundwater and incomplete recognition of therights of communities to manage water resources through collective action.
The priority given to the drought-prone areas in planning water resource development projects in thepolicy is consistent with the emphasis given to watershed development in the country. The policy doesnot accord much significance to watershed development for conserving rainwater, recharginggroundwater, afforestation and pasture management. It also does not stress on communityparticipation in management of soil and water resources. In the absence of strong communityparticipation the success of such programs is uncertain. The policy also fails to address the individualand community rights on surface and groundwater. The de facto situation is that the individual whoowns a given piece of land has the right to appropriate surface water and groundwater. In thewatershed framework, the community conserves the rainwater and recharges the groundwater usingcheck-dams and other recharge facilities. However, in the absence of appropriate regulatorymechanisms and institutional arrangements for distribution of benefits across households includingthe landless, the private landowners capture the irrigation benefits from increased availability ofgroundwater. The water policy fails to address this important issue for watershed management. Thenational water policy seems to relegate such powers to the states, which are expected to formulateand implement state water policies backed with operational action plans within two years (ie, before
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2005). As in the case of other national policies, translating the national water policy into action at localand state levels will be crucial for attaining the goals of watershed management. Lack of properinstitutional structures and mechanisms, enabling legislation and supporting economic incentives willalso affect the implementation of the policies at the local levels.
Land policy
Land reforms, land ceilings and restrictions to sell agricultural land were the important policydecisions taken at the national level. The purpose of land reform was to abolish tenancy, give landrights to the tiller and consolidate the fragmented lands. The aim was to protect the interest of thefarming community and landless laborers. The smallholder farmers dominate Indian agriculture; theirnumber is increasing due to restrictions on sale of agricultural land and shortage of non-farmemployment opportunities. The average size of landholding at the national level is too small (1.1 ha)and is often fragmented into small parcels. About 80% of the operational holdings are <2 ha. Theirnumber consistently grew from 70% in 1970–71 to about 80% in 2000–01 (Table 1). The smallholdergroup (<2 ha) of the farming community commands approximately 39% of the total operational area.There are estimates that in next ten years this group would command about half of the totaloperational area (Jha 2001). These smallholder farmers are economically unviable and unsustainable.The majority of the small and marginal farmers cultivate for their food security. About 85% of theland in their possession is under food grains to meet their own consumption needs. The marketablesurplus is very small, which restricts them from tapping new income augmenting opportunities andfrom commercialization of agriculture. The purpose of land reform policy was to consolidate thefragmented landholdings and distribute the donated and unutilized lands to landless laborers andsmall and marginal farmers. Initially the policy was successful in consolidating fragmented lands butthe law of inheritance further fragmented the landholdings.
The other land-related policy was the agricultural land ceiling act. The agricultural land ceiling act waspassed to protect the interest of small and marginal farmers. The purpose was to discourage largefarmers, who because of their economic and social power, accumulate land and exploit the small andmarginal farmers, and thus bring social justice and equity in land distribution. The national land ceilingguidelines of 1972 suggested an upper farm size limit ranging between 4.05 and 7.28 ha in irrigatedand dryland areas, respectively. The states were, however, empowered to develop and implementtheir own land ceilings suitable for local conditions in irrigated and dryland areas. Accordingly, thestates have defined the land ceiling depending upon the perceived productivity of land, ie, irrigated
Table 1. Share of operational landholdings by size groups in India.
Size group 1970–71 1980–81 1990–91 2000–01
Number of operational holdings (%)Small (<2 ha) 70 74 78 81Medium (2–4 ha) 15 14 13 12Large (>4 ha) 15 12 9 7
Area of operational holdings (%)Small (<2 ha) 21 26 32 39Medium (2–4 ha) 19 21 23 25Large (>4 ha) 61 53 44 36
Source: Jha (2001).
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(one crop or two crops) and dryland (Table 2). There are very few states, which have land ceilingsexceeding 10 ha in irrigated land with one crop. In dryland areas, the limits were kept at higher levels.This is an indirect compensation for the lower relative productivity of land and the much higher riskand uncertainty in dryland agriculture.
Another important policy decision was to restrict the sale of agricultural land. Due to urbanizationand industrialization, the agricultural lands are targeted. In the absence of such policy, the investmentsmade for land improvement under the watershed programs in areas where the non-agriculturaldemand for land is high may be in vain.
Small and fragmented landholdings are one of the major obstacles to enhance private investment inwatershed programs. The small and fragmented holdings make it difficult for the farming communityto make investments on land improvements and discourage planting high-value crops, which needintensive care and protection. Land consolidation encourages investment on land improvements dueto economies of scale and reduces cost of protection. The watershed development programs provideopportunities to small and marginal farmers for collective action that allows a consistent treatment ofadjoining pieces of land and reduces costs due to economies of scale. Future land policies need todiscourage further decline in landholdings and their fragmentation.
Forest policy
The severe drought of 1987 has prompted policy makers and foresters to seriously reexamine theforest status and policy issues that affect forest management in the country. It was reckoned that thefast depletion of forest resources was one of the major causes of drought that led to the serious watercrises and degradation of natural resources throughout the country. It was decided that at the nationallevel at least one-third of the total land area of the country should be under forest or tree cover. In thehilly and mountainous regions, two-third of the land area was required to be under forest cover to
Table 2. Ceiling on landholdings in India.

Irrigated land (ha)
State With two crops With one crop Dryland (ha)
Andhra Pradesh 4.05–7.28 6.07–10.93 14.16–21.85Assam 6.74 6.74 6.74Bihar 6.07–7.29 10.12 12.14–18.21Gujarat 4.05–7.29 6.07–10.93 8.09–21.85Haryana 7.25 10–90 21.80Himachal Pradesh 4.05 6.07 12.14–28.33Jammu and Kashmir 3.60–5.06 – 5.95–9.20Karnataka 4.05–8.10 10.12–12.14 21.85Kerala 4.86–6.07 4.86–6.07 4.86–6.07Madhya Pradesh 7.28 10.93 21.85Maharashtra 7.28 10.93 21.85Orissa 4.05 6.07 12.14–18.21Punjab 7.00 11.00 20.50Rajasthan 7.28 10.93 21.85–70.82Tamil Nadu 4.86 12.14 24.28Uttar Pradesh 7.30 10.95 18.25West Bengal 5.00 5.00 7.00
Source: Government of India (2001b).
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prevent soil erosion and to ensure the stability of the fragile ecosystems. The 1988 Forest Policy wasformulated to address these targets by focusing on conservation that includes preservation,maintenance, sustainable utilization, restoration and enhancement of forests and natural environment(Government of India 1988). The Forest Policy has great significance for watershed management. It isaligned with the watershed management objectives that emphasize conservation and management ofnatural resources. The key objectives of the Forest Policy that are relevant to the watershed programsinclude: (i) maintenance of environment stability through preservation and, where necessary,restoration of ecological balance that has been adversely disturbed by serious depletion of the forests;(ii) prevent soil erosion and denudation in the catchment areas of rivers, lakes and reservoirs in theinterest of soil and water conservation for mitigating floods and drought and for reducing siltation ofreservoirs; (iii) control further problem of sand dunes in the desert areas of Rajasthan and along thecoastal tracts; (iv) expand the forest/tree cover in the country through massive afforestation andsocial forestry programs; (v) meet the growing demand of fuel-wood, fodder, minor forest produceand small timber of the rural population; and (vi) make the afforestation programs a people’smovement with the involvement of women. Today these could be viewed as integral components ofwatershed development programs.
To implement the National Forest Policy, the strategy was to develop a need-based and time boundprogram of afforestation and tree planting, with more focus on fuel-wood and fodder development,on all degraded and denuded lands in the country, whether forest or non-forest land, is a nationalimperative. It was subsequently decided that village and community lands should be given priority forafforestation and fodder development programs. Undoubtedly, such programs would control soilerosion and runoff, prevent desertification and improve the micro-ecosystem. To encourage theparticipation of village community, it was decided that the revenue generated from such programsshould belong to the panchayats, and such revenues should be shared with the local communities toprovide an incentive to protect the forest resources. Since one of the reasons behind depletion offorest resources is the free grazing system, the policy mentioned that grazing in forest areas should beregulated with the involvement of the community. Adequate grazing fees should be levied todiscourage people in forest areas from maintaining large herds of non-essential livestock. To initiatesuch activities, the policy stressed that the government would provide technical assistance and othernecessary inputs.
Since land laws are governed by the state governments, the policy document mentioned that theseland laws need to be modified to facilitate and motivate people and institutions to undertake tree-farming and grow fodder plants, grasses and legumes on their own land. It emphasized that degradedlands should be made available for this purpose either on lease or based on the land grant rules.Appropriate regulations should govern the felling of trees on private holding.
The National Forest Policy, however, does not mention watershed development as a strategy forenhancing land cover or rehabilitate degraded ecosystems, but its objectives and strategies are by andlarge consistent with those of the watershed development programs. It is to be noted that one of theintervention points of watershed development is to rehabilitate, conserve and manage degraded lands,and augment production of fuel and fodder through community participation. This goal is commonlyshared with the fastest policy of the country. More integration of the forest policy with the watershedmanagement approach is expected to enhance the synergy and complementarity of the twoapproaches. One important mechanism for implementing the National Forest Policy in the drylandareas is through the watershed development programs.
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Watershed development guidelines
Several government departments and state governments took up watershed development programs.Until 1997, watershed development projects have been taken up under different programs launchedby the Government of India. Notably, the Drought Prone Area Programme (DPAP), and the DesertDevelopment Programme (DDP) adopted the watershed approach in 1987. The IntegratedWatershed Development Projects initiated by the National Wasteland Development Board in 1989also aimed at developing wastelands based on the concept of integrated watershed development.Since their inception, these programs were taken up by the Ministry of Rural Development. Theother major program based on the watershed concept is the National Watershed DevelopmentProgramme in Rainfed Areas (NWDPRA) under the Ministry of Agriculture. All these programs hadtheir own guidelines, norms, funding patterns and technical components based on their respective andspecific aims (Government of India 1994). In 1994, the Ministry of Rural Development issued a newcomprehensive guideline for all its projects.
The 1994 guidelines of the Ministry of Rural Development
It was realized that while the focus of these programs may have differed, the common objective ofthese programs has been land and water resource management for sustainable production. Therefore,common guidelines for all the programs under the Ministry of Rural Development were developed in1994 and implemented since 1995. These guidelines were used by the centrally sponsored schemesfor watershed development under the Ministry of Rural Development and the Ministry ofAgriculture. Based on the common principles the Ministry of Agriculture developed a new guidelinein 1997 for implementation of NWDPRA.
The 1994 guidelines provide special emphasis to improve the economic and social conditions of theresource-poor and the disadvantaged sections of the watershed community:
• More equitable distribution of the benefits of land and water resources development and theconsequent biomass production, and greater access to income generation opportunities and focuson farm resource development.• Participating villages should be selected based on the community’s willingness to provide voluntarycontribution and take over management of the assets created through the project when the projectactivities cease.• At least 5% of the cost of investment should come from the village community or panchayat orusers, who are likely to derive the benefits of such investments.• At least 10% of the cost of investment on individual works on private property must come from thebeneficiary users (5% for schedule castes, schedule tribes and people below poverty line).
In each selected village, a watershed of approximately 500 ha was to be identified and selected by theWatershed Development Team (WDT) in consultation with the panchayat/village community. Thearea can be increased or decreased subject to the condition that the project implementing agency(PIA) handles a total area of 5000 to 6200 ha. If a small part of the watershed is outside the villageboundary, it may be taken up for development with the consent of the neighboring village/panchayat.Other criteria of selecting the watershed area are:
• The area has acute shortage of drinking water.• Large population of schedule castes and schedule tribes depend on it.• Preponderance of wastelands and common lands.
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• Actual wages are significantly lower than minimum wages.• The area is contiguous to another watershed, which has already been developed.
Depending upon the ecosystem and major problems faced by different districts/blocks, eachwatershed development project was eligible for funds as specified in Table 3. The amount was to bedivided amongst the different project components subject to the pre-decided ceiling. The funds arereleased in installments; 25% of the project outlay is released in the first year, 40% in the second year,25% in the third year and the remaining 10% in the fourth year. Every year the funds are released intwo installments. After the first installment, the disbursement is dependent on 50% utilization of thefunds released earlier. During the first year, 15% of the funds is released to the PIA at 3% foradministrative costs, 3% for training, 4% for community organization and 5% for development works.The activity-wise disbursement of the watershed budget is given in Table 4.
The guidelines also specify different training activities for the WDT. The training program for onemonth of four modules of one week each is most important. The four modules are:
1. Watershed treatment technologies and alternate land uses with emphasis on low-cost structure,vegetative barriers, farmers’ innovations and production technologies.2. Participatory rural appraisal methods and community organization techniques, group behavior andconvergence of services.3. Project management tools and techniques.4. Administrative and accounting procedures, measurement and recording procedures, inspection andaudit, computerization and report writing, etc.
Common guidelines
The 1994 guidelines of the Ministry of Rural Development were in operation for 5 years. This periodhas seen many successes as well as some failures in watershed development. Hence greater flexibilityof the guidelines was essential to enhance the robustness of the response to the regionallydifferentiated demands that characterize rural India. Since different ministries were involved in thewatershed development, it was decided to develop common guidelines. The 1994 guidelines were
Table 3. Funding pattern for watershed development projects, 1994 guidelines.
Ecoregion Funding pattern (Rs ha-1)
Hot sandy arid 5000Hot arid 4500Cold arid 5000Semi-arid 4000Dry sub-humid 3000Dry sub-humid (Hill region) 4000All other areas 4000
Table 4. Distribution of watershed development funds by activity, 1994 guidelines.
Activity Ceiling (%)
Watershed treatment, development works, development activities   80Watershed community organization    5Training    5Administrative overheads   10
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instrumental for developing the common guidelines. The Ministries of Agriculture and RuralDevelopment jointly developed the ‘Common Approach/Principles for Watershed Development’ in2000 (Government of India 2000a). The two ministries and Ministry of Forest and Environment thenadopted these guidelines as common principles for implementation of watershed developmentprojects.
The Ministry of Agriculture brought out the new guidelines based on the ‘Common Approach’ in2000 as ‘WARASA - Jan Sahbhagita’, Guidelines for National Watershed Development Project forRainfed Areas (Government of India 2000c). A similar document of revised guidelines (Guidelinesfor Watershed Development) based on the common principles was also issued by the Ministry ofRural Development (Government of India 2001a). The new guidelines give more flexibility that wasneeded at village/watershed level. These guidelines, inter alia, envisage the convergence of differentprograms of the Ministry of Rural Development, Ministry of Agriculture and other Ministries andDepartments. Following the 73rd and 74th Amendments to the Constitution of India in early 1990s,the Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) have been mandated with enlarged role in the implementationof developmental programs at the grassroots level, and accordingly their role has been more clearlybrought out. The 1994 guidelines were made more flexible, and workable with more participation ofthe community. The new guidelines provide more emphasis on local capacity building through varioustraining activities and empowering community organization.
The new guidelines also specify detailed criteria for selection of watershed villages including:
• Participatory rural appraisal exercise• Preparation of strategic plan for watershed development• Demand-driven approach• Withdrawal strategy by PIA/WDT• Mechanism for allocation of watershed budget: Approximately US$43000 and US$64000 areallocated to a watershed of 500 ha with less than 8% and more than 8% slope, respectively for aperiod of 4 years. A broad allocation of funds based on the 2000 common approach is for majorcomponents (Table 5).
Another most important feature of the new guidelines is the development criteria for success of thewatershed. Among others, the exit protocol for the PIAs is developed. One can easily rate thewatershed based on the criteria developed under the guidelines.
Table 5. Distribution of project fund for different activities, 2000 guidelines.
Components Allocation of funds (%)
ManagementAdministrative cost 10.0Community organization   7.5Training program   5.0Sub-total      22.5
DevelopmentNatural resource management  50.0Farm production system for land owning families  20.0Livelihood support system for landless families    7.5Sub-total       77.5Total     100.0
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Institutional arrangements for watershed development
The watershed development guidelines and approaches which evolved since the early 1990s haveclearly articulated the need for different institutional arrangements from the community to districtand state levels. A number of institutions have therefore been conceived and established at differentlevels (Fig. 1). Besides creating new institutions, existing institutional arrangements are also used forfacilitating participation of the people. The PRIs (eg, the rural local bodies), women’s groups, youthgroups and cooperative societies that already existed before project implementation are also used asplatforms for discussion of needs related to the watershed development program. The PRIs shouldplay an important role in the implementation of watershed development, as the recently adopted 73rd
constitutional amendment act strengthened their position to plan and manage rural developmentactivities (including watershed management, agriculture, forestry, fuel and fodder and themaintenance of community assets). The following institutions are generally found at the district andvillage level in both government as well as non-government approaches to watershed management inthe country. These institutions are created based on the provisions of the Common Approach andPrinciples for Watershed Management jointly conceived and developed by the Ministries ofAgriculture and Rural Development.
Self-help groups
Self-help groups (SHGs) usually are homogeneous groups consisting largely of landless individualswith common or similar sources of income such as animal husbandry, goat rearing, poultry andagricultural labor. These are more often women’s groups having 15–30 members in each group. Theprimary activity of these groups is thrift and credit. Under the Watershed Guidelines, a revolvingfund of Rs 50000 (for a period of four years) is allocated to each watershed project for supportingthe SHG members to scale up their activities or to invest in productive assets for increasingincomes.
User groups
User groups largely consist of landowning individuals who will benefit directly from land and watertreatment or management interventions such as different types of bunds, farm ponds, farm bunds,etc. These groups may also consist of individuals who will benefit from different interventions oncommon lands such as fodder development, plantation or protection of trees and vegetation requiredfor livelihoods (eg, leaf plate making and rope making). The UGs are usually formed around specificinterventions. Land owners who will benefit from a particular bund form a UG; this group is involvedin the construction and maintenance of the bund. The UGs provide a base upon which to buildcollective action in the management of natural resources in the watershed.
Watershed Association
The Watershed Association (WA) represents all the households residing within the unit identified forintervention and who depend directly or indirectly on the watershed area. The unit of interventionmay be a village or a micro-watershed. The WA is established from the SHGs and UGs formed withinthe watershed area. The Gram Sabha and the panchayat also form part of a WA if the village is theunit of intervention or if the watershed boundary coincides with the village boundary. The WA underthe Watershed Guidelines is registered under the Societies Registration Act to make it a legal entity toreceive funds from the government.
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Figure 1. Institutional arrangements for watershed management in India.

(Note: GOI = Government of India; MRD = Ministry of Rural Development; SWPIRC = State Watershed Programme
Implementation and Review Committee; CRD = Commissionerate of Rural Development; DWAC = District Watershed Advisory
Committee; DRDA = District Rural Development Agency; ZP = Zilla Parishad; PIA = Project Implementation Agency; WDT =
Watershed Development Team; SHG = Self-help group; UG = Users’ group; WA = Watershed Association; WC = Watershed
Committee; WS = Watershed Secretary; WV = Watershed Volunteers.)
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The WA, run by an elected president, appoints the Watershed Committee and has the following functions:
• Evolve/improve the watershed development plan• Monitor and review its progress• Approve the statement of accounts• Resolve differences or disputes within or among groups• Lay down procedures for the operation and maintenance of assets• Operate the Watershed Development Fund (WDF) account after the project period
Watershed Committee
The Watershed Committee usually consists of 10–12 members who are nominated by the WA. Thecomposition of the Committee consists of 4–5 members from UGs, 3–4 members from SHGs, 2–3members from the Gram Panchayat, a member from the WDT, at least one woman representative andone representative from the minority community in the village or watershed. The WatershedCommittee is responsible for the implementation of the project. The Committee manages the projectfunds, and is responsible for coordination and liaising with the Gram Panchayat (elected villageassembly), PIA, WDT, District Rural Development Agency, Zilla Parishad and other agencies.
Watershed Development Team
The WDT, appointed by the PIA, consists of four technically qualified persons like civil engineers,social scientists and community organizers at watershed level. The four members of the WDT areemployed for the period of the project (4 years) through funds made available for watersheddevelopment. Under the guidance of the PIA, the WDT works with the communities and facilitatesthe formation of UGs and SHGs. It works with the WA in planning and implementing the watershedprogram. The WDT is also responsible for capacity building. The team initiates the processes,facilitates stakeholder participation and provides technical support for development and managementof watershed activities.
Project implementing agency
The District Rural Development Agency or the district level council (Zilla Parishad) has overallresponsibility for program implementation in the district. They appoint the PIA, which appoints theWDT. The PIA (and hence the WDT) is selected for a cluster of 2–10 watersheds.
Watershed Development Programs and Approaches
Several watershed development programs were launched in India. This section provides an overviewon evolution of watershed development programs in the country.
History of watershed management
The concept and history of watershed management in India started way back in 1880 with the FamineCommission, and then with the Royal Commission of Agriculture in 1928. Both Commissions laid thefoundation for organized research in a watershed framework. A small-scale watershed developmentprogram to conserve soil and prevent land degradation was started during the early twentieth century atLingajat Peetadhipathi, near Bijapur in Karnataka. The activities included bunding in the then BombayProvince for rural employment during drought relief operations. Thus Bombay Land Improvement Act,1943, provided a model for other states. Realizing the importance of the watershed programs for landreclamation, the multi-disciplinary Soil Conservation Department was set up at Hazaribagh under the
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Damodar Valley Corporation. The government supported program started in mid-1950s, when thefocus on watershed programs was sharpened with the establishment of the Soil Conservation Research,Demonstration and Training Centre at eight locations, namely Dehradun, Chandigarh, Agra, Valsad,Kota, Hyderabad, Bellary and Ootacamund. The Central Soil and Water Conservation Research andTraining Institute (CSWCRTI) was established by linking all the eight centers in 1956. It startedwatershed activities in 42 locations mainly on a small scale to understand the technical processes of soildegradation and options that contribute to soil conservation.
The first large-scale government supported watershed program was launched in 1962–63 to checksiltation in the multipurpose reservoirs as “Soil Conservation Works in the Catchments of River ValleyProjects”. This was followed by another mega-project, DPAP, in 1972–73. The main purpose of thisproject was mitigating the impact of drought in vulnerable areas. On similar lines, the DDP was addedfor development of desert areas and for drought management in the fragile, marginal and rainfed areas.These schemes were implemented in 45 catchments spread over 20 states in about 96.1 million ha.
Meanwhile, the CSWCRTI started demonstration of its technologies in actual village conditions atfour locations from 1974 onwards (Samra 1997). The purpose was to validate the soil and waterconservation technologies, and demonstrate the benefits of watershed programs to the farmers. Thesetechnologies changed the focus of watershed programs from mere soil conservation to soil and waterconservation. Earlier programs focused largely on soil conservation. The success of the demonstrationprograms was responsible for launching a scheme of propagation of water harvesting and conservationtechnologies in rainfed areas in 19 identified locations in the country by the Department ofAgriculture and Cooperation, Ministry of Agriculture. This in turn led CSWCRTI and the CentralResearch Institute for Dryland Agriculture (CRIDA) to take up jointly with the state departmentsadditional 47 Operational Research Projects (ORPs) to validate soil and water conservationtechnologies under different agro-ecoregions and demonstrate the benefits of watershed activities tothe farming community in the rainfed and hill areas. Recognizing the importance of watershedprograms, the Ministry of Rural Development also adopted the approach in 22 locations in the rainfedareas in 1984. These 41 watersheds (19 of the Department of Agriculture and 22 of the Ministry ofRural Development) were commonly known as the ‘model watersheds’, where the Indian Council ofAgricultural Research (ICAR) institutes and state agricultural universities (SAUs) were also involvedto provide research and technology support. During the 1980s, several projects assisted by bilateraldonors and international funding agencies, like the World Bank, were also launched. Besides, anumber of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) also started working for the IntegratedWatershed Development Programme in different parts of the country.
The programs launched under the ORP of CSWCRTI and CRIDA and 41 model watersheds  werefocused in the framework of the Integrated Watershed Development Programme. This program wasa system combining erosion and runoff, and controlling land management (ie, through vegetativecover, bunds, check-dams and small percolation tanks) with irrigation wells for lifting groundwater ona sustainable basis so that the amount of water withdrawn is less than or equal to the annual rechargeof groundwater. This system was an extension of the idea of water harvesting by which runoff water iscollected in small ponds directly through gravity irrigation (Rajagopalan 1991). The integratedprogramme was organizationally multi-disciplinary and multi-agency and functionally participatorywith active involvement of farmers of the watershed. Generally, a watershed covered about2000–3000 ha. A watershed of around 1000 ha was characterized as micro- or mini-watershed. Thekey to the success of the Integrated Watershed Development Programme was participatory planningand implementation by government agencies and NGOs. The impact was documented in terms of
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increased crop productivity, increased employment, better crops and cropping systems, whichensures higher and regular cash flow, additional area under sustained irrigation and cropping andreduced production risks.
In 1986–87, the NWDPRA was launched for optimizing the production of important rainfed cropslike pulses, oilseeds, coarse cereals, cotton, etc. The program was launched in 99 selected watershedsto enhance crop productivity in arable rainfed areas. The severe drought of 1987 forced theGovernment of India to give more thrust to the rainfed areas. Also, the relevance and effectiveness ofearlier watershed programs was questionable. The question was whether the watershed programshould continue or not. To resolve this issue, a committee was constituted to: (i) examine thewatershed-based programs for rainfed areas; (ii) advise if the program should continue or not; and(iii) if the programs continue, advise how the on-going programs should be modified for theeffectiveness of watershed development. The recommendations of the committee led to thelaunching of the NWDPRA. All the earlier programs of the Ministry of Agriculture culminated in thedevelopment of the NWDPRA during the VII Plan to cover both arable and non-arable areas and togive more thrust for project and area-based approach for watershed development. During the VIIIPlan, an area of 4.23 million ha in about 2554 watersheds covering 350 districts located in 25 statesand 2 union territories was treated and developed with an expenditure of Rs 9679 million. In the IXPlan, an outlay was raised to Rs 10200 million to treat 2.25 million ha, which is slightly more than halfof the area treated in the VIII Plan. The available information suggested that during the first threeyears of the IX Plan (1997 to 2000), 3003 watersheds covering an area of 1.7 million ha have beentreated at a cost of Rs 5665 million, indicating substantial rise in unit area cost to treat watershedscompared to the VIII Plan. The Ministry of Rural Development also launched a new initiative knownas Watershed Areas for Rainfed Agricultural Systems Approach (WARASA) by providingparticipation of NGOs as implementing agencies. It was decided to adopt a common approach forplanning and implementation of various programs. This led to the formulation of the WatershedDevelopment Guidelines of October 1994 by the Ministry of Rural Areas and Employment. Thepower of decision-making was devolved to district and village levels and  financial allocations weremade to local-level organizations. Provisions were made for partnerships between government, NGOsand people’s organizations. Cost of watershed development under various schemes is given in Table 6.
The Ministry of Environment and Forest also implemented a program on watershed basis forsustainable ecosystem development in rainfed and degraded areas of the country since 1989–90. Theprogram was launched as the Integrated Afforestation and Eco-development Projects Scheme(IAEPS) to promote afforestation and development of degraded forests by adopting an integratedwatershed approach to development of land and other natural resources through micro-planningprocess. Under this scheme, approximately 0.3 million ha land was regenerated through afforestationwith an expenditure of Rs 2031 million up to the end of the VIII Plan. During the IX Plan, an area of0.227 million ha land was targeted for regeneration with a budgetary provision of Rs 2470 million.
Table 6. Cost (Rs ha-1) of watershed development under various schemes in India.
Ministry Up to VIII Plan 1997–2000
Department of Agriculture and Cooperation 2678.28   7540.75Department of Land Resources 2978.15   3424.81Ministry of Environment and Forest 6816.10 11507.30Average of all programs 2880.38   5640.87
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To integrate all watershed programs in 100 priority districts, the WDF was established in 1990–91 atthe National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD). A total of Rs 2000 million,which includes Rs 1000 million by NABARD and a matching fund by the Ministry of Agriculture, wasmade available under the fund. The WDF was set up on the lines of the Rural InfrastructureDevelopment Fund (RIDF) to help the state governments to augment their watershed developmentprograms over and above the support they receive through budgetary resources (Sharma 2001). Themain purpose of the fund was to create the framework conditions to replicate and consolidate theisolated successful initiatives under the different watershed development programs. There is aprovision to give loan from the fund to state governments at an annual interest of 9.5% for watersheddevelopment.
Alternative approaches and experiences
As described above the watershed programs in the country have a long history. Over the years, theprograms were tuned to overcome one or other issues. The experiences under the different programsalso vary accordingly (Deshpande and Ratna Reddy 1991). Broadly, the watershed programs in thecountry are categorized into six different programs, which differ in terms of techniques,administration, planning and system composition. These are:
1. Operational Research Project (ORP) taken up by ICAR at different locations in the country.2. World Bank financed projects – The Bank financed four watershed projects in Manoli(Maharashtra), Kabbalnala (Karnataka), Maheswaram (Andhra Pradesh) and Parua Nala (MadhyaPradesh). These were taken up with active participation of SAUs. These projects were managed byscientists and demonstrated encouraging results.3. State government projects - The state governments of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, MadhyaPradesh and Maharashtra took up such programs on a larger scale.4. National Watershed Development Programme activated by the Central Government andimplemented by state governments with some need-based modifications.5. NGO projects – Projects undertaken by NGOs (humanitarian or philanthropic), which haverelatively less scientific inputs and manpower but more participation from the local communities inthe region concerned.6. NGOs-government projects – These are collaborative programs taken up by the NGOs andgovernment. An interesting example is the Indo-German Watershed Development Programme(IGWDP) in Maharashtra funded by the German government. Another example is AGY.
Hence, different ministries and agencies are involved in watershed R&D programs. These mainlyinclude the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Rural Development, the Ministry of Environmentand Forests, ICAR, NGOs and international agencies. The watershed programs of the Ministry ofRural Development included: (i) DPAP; (ii) DDP; (iii) Integrated Wasteland Development project;(iv) Watershed Projects under Externally Aided Schemes; (v) Support to NGOs; and (vi) WastelandsDevelopment Task Force.
The watershed programs undertaken by the Ministry of Agriculture include:
• Soil and Water Conservation in the Catchments of River Valley Projects• Integrated Watershed Management in the Catchments of Flood Prone Rivers• Watershed Development Projects in Shifting Cultivation Areas• NWDPRA
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The Ministry of Environment and Forests implemented the IAEPS. The programs of ICAR wereunder the ORP largely to validate and demonstrate the improved technologies in a watershedframework. The same is true for ICRISAT, which has been developing and evaluating variouswatershed management technologies and approaches in the semi-arid and rainfed parts of the country.This is often implemented in collaboration with various national and state R&D programs. A numberof NGOs have also been actively involved in watershed development activities, supported either bythe Government or international agencies.
Impacts of watershed management projects
The watershed programs in the country are undertaken with multiple objectives ranging fromrehabilitation of degraded areas to conservation of the resource base and improvement of theproductivity of agriculture. Mitigating adverse impacts of droughts and resource degradation willcontribute to reducing production risk and protecting livelihoods. Conservation of the resource basewill contribute to sustainable productivity growth in agriculture, while the latter will improve theincomes of the poor and contribute to poverty reduction. In recent years, the watershed programshave increasingly focused on poverty. There has been a shift from assessing the impact of watershedmanagement on the regeneration of the natural resource base, health of the environment andagricultural productivity to enhance the overall impacts on poverty and livelihood security. Enhancingpeople’s livelihoods, reduction of poverty and sustainability are increasingly recognized as being themain objectives of watershed programs.
Despite the long history of the watershed development programs, there are no systematic and large-scale impact assessment studies on the performance of watershed programs. Individual scholars,NGOs, and international agencies undertook some studies largely on a project basis. Others areconclusions derived from qualitative assessments and impressions. There is lack of proper indicatorsand evaluation methods to assess the tangible and non-tangible economic, social and sustainabilityimpacts of the programs. The Mid-Term Appraisal of the IX Plan of the Planning Commissionarticulated satisfactory and unsatisfactory performance of watershed program on differentdimensions (Government of India 2001c). On a satisfactory note, it stated, “… beneficial impactssuch as increase in cropping intensity, change in cropping patterns, increase in crop productivity andincrease in underground recharge as a result of conservation measures, reduction in soil and run-offlosses with lesser siltation effect and reduction in sedimentation at watershed level. These projectshave also generated employment and increased family incomes through diversified farming systemsuch as livestock development, dryland horticulture and household production activities.” On theother side, the Mid-Term Appraisal stated, “… the increase in agricultural production did not last formore than two years. Structures were abandoned because of lack of maintenance and there was nomechanism for looking after common lands. Projects have failed to generate sustainability because offailure of Government agencies to involve people.”
The results of other studies were also similar. For example, Deshpande and Ratna Reddy (1991)concluded that: (i) location-specificity was an extremely important aspect of watershed planningsince a population-resource interaction generates varied situations under heterogeneousenvironments, which were difficult to simulate a priori; (ii) watershed treatments alter the structureof income, stabilize income flows by avoiding overt fluctuations and have positive impact on incomedistribution; and (iii) people’s participation and scientific input were two most importantcomponents of watershed planning that enhance impacts. Similarly, Palanisami et al. (2002) reportedthat watershed programs did not perform well in terms of controlling reservoir siltation, mitigating
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the impact of drought and improving/stabilizing the production of crops (like pulses and oilseeds)generally grown in rainfed areas. The production of many rainfed crops fluctuates depending on thepattern and quantity of rainfall. Also, reservoirs are silting at alarming rates and droughts are causinghardships over large areas.
Similar findings were noted by Kerr et al. (2000) on the impact of watershed development programsin the rainfed areas. Contrary to rhetoric, the authors observed that few participatory watershedprojects were successful and the impact of the program was limited. Also, participatory watershedsperformed better than the more technocratic, top-down counterparts, and the programs with acombination of people’s participation and sound technical input performed best. Similar observationwas made by the Mid-Term Appraisal of the IX Plan, which stated that “projects have failed togenerate sustainability because of failure of government agencies to involve the people. For watershedprojects to be sustainable community management systems are needed and they can succeed onlywith farmers contribution and their commitment of time and resources” (Government of India2001c). Based on a qualitative assessment of the impacts of the DPAP, Hanumantha Rao (2000) notesan overall positive and significant impact of the program.
Results from a meta analysis comprising 310 watersheds revealed that the mean benefit-cost ratio ofwatershed programs in the country was quite modest at 2.14 (Joshi et al. 2000). The average internalrate of return was 22%, which is comparable with many rural developmental programs. Thewatershed programs generated employment opportunities, augmented irrigated area and croppingintensity and conserved soil and water resources. The study added that performance of watershedprograms was best in regions with a rainfall ranging between 700 and 1000 mm, jointly implementedby state and central governments, targeted in low and medium income regions, and had effectivepeople’s participation.
Farrington et al. (1999) also provided an overview of the recorded impact of watershed developmentprograms in the country. Results indicate that successful projects have in fact reduced rainwaterrunoff and recharged groundwater and surface water aquifers, improved drinking water supply,increased the irrigated area, changed cropping patterns, crop intensity and agricultural productivity,increased availability of fuel and fodder, improved soil fertility and changed the composition oflivestock. The impact of these projects on poverty alleviation and the long-term sustainability ofproject results were, however, less clear. Although some projects did seem to have paid attention tothe needs of the landless and poor, their impact on poverty reduction was not assessed.
Policy and institutional constraints to scaling up and enhancing impact
Some of the impact assessment studies on watershed programs indicate positive and significanteffects for soil and water conservation and sustainable productivity growth in the rainfed regions.The studies also note that lack of appropriate institutional support is impeding in tapping potentialbenefits of the watershed programs. The isolated and piecemeal approach to watersheddevelopment has not also been consistent with large-scale technology exchange and dissemination.People’s participation was accorded high esteem for the success and sustainability of watersheddevelopment. Experience has demonstrated that people’s participation was recognized asimportant as the technical components of the watershed programs. The WARASA guidelines ofNWDPRA for the VIII Plan period have for the first time emphasized that watershed interventionsshould be ultimately people’s programs and governments and NGOs should work together in theimplementation process. Contrary to such a categorical emphasis, most of the watershed
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interventions to date remained to be government programs and people’s participation leaves muchto be desired. Some authors have observed that micro-watershed rehabilitation in semi-arid Indiacould make significant contributions to reversing environmental degradation (largely throughimproved recharge of groundwater) and permit a quantum shift in sustainable agriculturalproductivity in the lower slopes of watersheds. The program had also attracted substantialgovernment and donor support. Yet approaches to watershed planning and implementation, whichwere both participatory and easily replicable, have remained elusive (Farrington and Lobo 1997).The authors further observed that cases of participatory watersheds especially those managed byNGOs were becoming abundant. Yet they were isolated and small. By contrast, many government-sponsored approaches were expanded rapidly, but often lacked the local ownership and groupcoherence necessary for sustainable management of the common pool components of watersheds.If micro-watershed programs are to be participatory and rapidly replicable, it is important toidentify enabling conditions for scaling up and out. The authors identified the following pre-conditions for scaling out the successful approaches: (i) the close engagement of stakeholders andmarshalling of political support at international, national, state and subsequently district and locallevels and the creation of confluences of interest within and between levels; (ii) the creation of alocal watershed planning methodology, which is technically defensible to funding agencies yet isparticipatory and accessible to community-based organization; (iii) the provision of appropriatecapacity building and technical support to community organizations; and (iv) the creation ofmechanisms which channel funds to local organizations with as few intermediate stages as possible.
In a cross-country study, Rosegrant et al. (2002) concluded that “… water harvesting has the potentialin some regions to improve rainfed crop yields, and can provide farmers with improved wateravailability and increased soil fertility in some local and regional ecosystems, as well as environmentalbenefits through reduced soil erosion. However, despite localized successes, broader farmeracceptance of water harvesting techniques has been limited, due to high costs of implementation andhigher short-term risk due to the necessity of additional inputs, cash, and labor. Water harvestinginitiatives frequently suffer from lack of hydrological data and insufficient attention during theplanning stages to important social and economic considerations, and the absence of a long-termgovernment strategy for ensuring sustainability of interventions.” The authors noted that greaterinvolvement of farmers for planning and maintenance, and provision of appropriate educational andextension support helped in expanding the contribution of water harvesting methods.
Although several reasons can be identified for lack of significant impact of watershed programs (eg,complexity of the evaluation, delayed ecological effects and non-tangible project effects), attentionis being focused on how the effectiveness of watershed projects might be improved. Theevaluations all point in the same direction; participatory, demand-oriented projects that wereresponsive to community needs have been most successful. The problem is that these are also theprojects that were most site-specific and difficult to replicate; not accidentally the most successfulprojects were led by NGOs. Besides, the sustainability of these projects is yet to be assessed, aseven the projects that were implemented first cannot yet prove community resource managementto work.
In many cases the benefits from watershed development may not also be equitably distributed tobenefit the poorest of the poor. In some cases, the poor actually became worse off, because themeasures for soil and water conservation restricted their access to common resources (Kerr et al.2000). Failing to account for the needs of the poor not only makes watershed development less
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effective in reaching one of its main goals, but also affects the sustainability of the overall outcomes. Ifthe poor are unable to maintain or enhance their livelihood through access to existing or new benefitstreams, the tendency will increase for common property resource management arrangements tobreak down.
What is it that made the participatory NGO approach so successful and how can this approach bescaled up? In their study, Kerr et al. (2000) distinguish two features that make NGO programs differfrom government projects: scale of operations and staffing time. While government projects havehuge budgets and work in hundreds of villages, NGOs mostly work in a handful of villages. Theydevote more staff time per village and they often work on a variety of activities in addition towatershed management. Although NGO projects are on average 20–40% more expensive, they arestill more cost-effective than the cheaper, but not so effective, top-down approaches. Also, whilegovernment employees concerned with watershed management are almost exclusively trained inagricultural sciences and engineering, NGO staff members include more non-technical staff trained incommunity organization. NGOs typically devote a lot of time to project preparation; in fact, manyNGOs first get involved in other village development activities before venturing off in watersheddevelopment.
Similar factors were found to explain the success of several World Bank projects. Demand orientationand responsiveness to community needs was key to the success of the better performing watershedprojects with community participation in the planning and design of the project from the very start.Efficient, committed and accountable project management proved important as well, especially withregard to the project’s ability to deal with the recurring institutional constraints. Then, successfulprojects made sure that the technologies chosen responded to the farmers’ needs (felt by farmersthemselves), and that locally available resources were used for project implementation. Finally, thesequencing of activities seemed important, suggesting the need for focusing activities first ongenerating short-term results. This way, farmers became interested to invest in measures to generatelong-term benefits as well (Boersema 2001).
Both studies point to the importance of project preparation, demand orientation and institutionbuilding as key factors to determine project success. In all these, community participation and equityare central to the sustainability of the investments. Passive participation in itself will not guarantee theoutcomes to be sustainable. In fact, Boersema (2001) argues that in many projects high subsidies andother inducements have distorted the true nature of the demand. While impressive rates of (passive)participation might be achieved on the short term, the uncertainty of benefits on the long-term andlack of mechanisms to ensure long-term cooperation might lead to unsustainable results once theproject ends. In many instances, this follows from a mistaken assumption that what might be sociallyoptimal in terms of overall environmental improvements will also be optimal from an individual pointof view. We will explore some of these policy and institutional factors that enhance or hinder theimpacts of watershed management programs through an in-depth assessment of the selected casestudies from the different R&D experiences in the country.
Case Studies and Methods
One of the objectives of the study was to assess a few watersheds and draw lessons for future researchand development in watershed management. To meet these objectives, this section covers twoimportant aspects: (1) criteria for selection of case studies; and (2) classification of basiccharacteristics of case studies.
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Criteria for selection of case studies
The basic criteria for selection of the case studies are based on the functioning, processes andapproach of the different watershed programs in the country. The main purpose of the case studieswas to examine the commonalities among watersheds located in different agro-ecoregions, developedthrough various approaches to watershed management by different agencies, and identify factors thatcontribute to the success or failure of different watershed development interventions. The focus wasto understand if there were some common forces, processes and factors, which lead to their short-term success and long-term sustainability. The six watershed programs from six different states wereselected considering biophysical factors, socioeconomic conditions, organizational affiliation (NGO,State Government, Central Government, international institution) and institutional approaches inmanaging the programs. The selected watersheds fall in a range of agro-ecoregions managed by thegovernment, ICAR, NGOs and a consortium of institutions consisting of various agencies and led byICRISAT. The basic features of the selected watersheds using these selection criteria are presented inTable 7.
Selected watershed management approaches
Using the above selection criteria, the following six watershed management approaches wereidentified for the study:
1. Adarsh Gaon Yojana (AGY): Watershed program initiated by the Maharashtra Government, fundedby the State Government and implemented jointly by the government departments and NGOs.2. Rajiv Gandhi Watershed Mission (RGWM): Watershed management program funded by theCentral Government and driven by a state-level mission approach, and implemented by the StateGovernment and NGOs.3. Mysore resettlement and development agency (MYRADA): Watershed management programinitiated and implemented by an NGO with government and non-government funding.4. Sukhomajri Model: Watershed management program implemented by ICAR, State Government,and local-level institutions, with funding from Ford Foundation.5. ICAR Model: Watershed management program implemented and funded by ICAR and partlyshared by the Ford Foundation and stakeholders.6. Consortium Model: Watershed management approach developed by ICRISAT and implementedby a consortium of organizations including research institutes, NGOs, government departments,and farmers and implemented with funding from DPAP (now District Water Management Agency(DWMA)), Andhra Pradesh and Asian Development Bank (ADB).
Once the case studies were identified, a discussion guide containing a checklist of issues was preparedfor gathering the required information in the selected watersheds (see Appendix). The information usedin the analysis is acquired through informal consultations and discussions with key managers, projectleaders and key informants using this semi-structured format and review of the official documents of theprojects. This was further enhanced through informal discussions with farmers and different interestgroups within the community to assess the perceptions and attitudes of the expected beneficiaries, therole of the local people in the projects, the type of local institutions created, the level of capacity buildingachieved, and perceivable impacts of the programs in the selected villages. The information collected inthis way includes the socioeconomic and biophysical background of the location, the approach andprocess followed in the watershed program, perceivable impacts and benefits to the community, thesustainability of these benefits, and other emerging issues and constraints.
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Table 7. Indicators for selecting watershed case studies1.
Sub-ecoregion Soils in the Major Implementa-Watershed (ESR) and Rainfall ESR (FAO Soil cropping Market Funding tion andproject State Agro-ecoregion Zone no. (mm) classification) fertility system access source management

MYRADA Karnataka Hot arid Hot arid (3) 500–600 Vertisol, Medium Ragi High NGO, NGO,Nitosol based Govt. Community
RGWM Madhya Semi-arid Hot moist 750–1000 Regosol, Medium Wheat Medium Central State Govt.,Pradesh semi-arid Vertisol based Govt. NGO,(5.2) Community
AGY Maharashtra Hot Hot dry 580 Regosol, Low Sorghum Medium State State Govt.,semi-arid semi-arid (6.1) Vertisol based Govt. NGO,(Ahmednagar) CommunityHot drysub-humid(6.4) (Pune)
Sukhomajri Haryana Warm Warm moist to 950 Cambisol, Medium Maize High Ford ICAR, Statesub-humid dry sub-humid Planosol based Foundat- Govt.,(to humid with transitional ion Community inclusion of (14.2) per-humid)
ICAR Uttaranchal Warm Warm moist to 1900 Luvisol, Medium Ragi High ICAR/ ICAR,model sub-humid dry sub-humid Nitosol, based Ford Community(to humid with transitional Cambisol Foundat-inclusion of (14.2) ionper-humid)
Consortium Andhra Hot Hot moist 800 Vertisol Medium Sorghum High Central ICRISAT,model Pradesh semi-arid semi-arid based Govt., NARS, NGO,(7.2) ICRISAT Community
1. RGWM = Rajiv Gandhi Watershed Mission; AGY = Adarsh Gaon Yojana (Model Village Project); ICAR = Indian Council of Agricultural Research; ICRISAT = International CropsResearch Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics; NARS = National agricultural research system; NGO = Non-governmental organization.
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Analysis of Selected Case Studies
Adarsh Gaon Yojana (AGY)
Background
The State Government of Maharashtra launched the AGY (Adarsh Gaon Yojana meaning ModelVillage Program) in 19921. The aim of the program was to create one model village in each taluk of thestate, using Ralegan Siddhi2 as a model, with an emphasis on the development and regeneration ofland and water resources. The five principles of Ralegan Siddhi were nasbandi (restriction of familysize), nashabandi (ban on alcohol), charaibandi (ban on free grazing), kurhadbandi (ban on treefelling), and shramdan (donation of voluntary labor for community welfare). These have evolved outof the philosophy of conservation and sustainable development. Ralegan Siddhi has demonstrated theimportance of these principles and their contribution to sustainable development. The AGY,therefore, required villagers to take an oath that they would follow these five principles andimplement the integrated watershed management program in their village. The philosophy of AGYencouraged villages to become self-sufficient and self-reliant.
Approach to watershed management
Villages that were selected for funding under the AGY program had the following characteristics:(i) located in a drought-prone area; (ii) scarcity of water was the key problem; (iii) irrigated area wasless than 30%; and (iv) population was less than 4000. Villages had to apply for participation in theprogram. The first step in the application process was the collective decision taken by the GramSabha of the village to accept and abide by the principles and fulfill the criteria laid down by the AGY.Once the villagers had made this resolution, they sought the support and approval of the GramPanchayat and identified an NGO to monitor and assist them in implementation of the program.After the NGO had been identified, the villages approached the State Level Committee forparticipating in the AGY. Some villages formed their own NGO and hired technical and social stafffor implementing the program. The funds sanctioned under the AGY were made available to thevillages for two main types of activities: (1) watershed development as the core activity; and (2) othernon-core development activities.
The watershed development activities were undertaken by the NGO in each village while otherdevelopment activities by the respective government departments. The AGY basically aimed to bringabout all round development of the village by combining the finances and resources of the governmentwith the skills of the NGOs and the motivation for participation of the villagers. The villagers wereexpected to drive the project in their village with the help of the NGO and the governmentdepartments. People’s participation was the key to the success of the program.
The administrative structure for the implementation of the AGY consisted of several Committeesappointed at various administrative levels such as the state, district, taluka and village. The Chairmanof the State Level Committee was appointed by the Chief Minister and was given the authority to setup and manage the entire administrative structure for the program. Several government departmentswere actively involved in the program. The government officials at each administrative level in these
1. Information about background and approach to watershed management has been sourced from “Adarsh Gaon Yojana: Governmentparticipation in a peoples programme” by Hazare et al.2. Under the leadership of Mr A Hazare, farmer leader and social activist, Ralegan Siddhi village was transformed from a poverty-stricken villageto a prosperous one through the implementation of a watershed management program. Under the program, emphasis was laid on conservationof land and water resources, sound management practices and social change to enable greater participation from the community.
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departments were members of the AGY Committee at each corresponding administrative level of theprogram. The government departments associated with the AGY were: soil and water conservation,rural development, agriculture, horticulture, health, social forestry, education, women and childwelfare, Groundwater Survey and Development Agency, Khadi and Village Industries andMaharashtra Energy Development Agency.
The responsibility for financial planning and management and disbursement of funds was with theState Level Committee of the AGY. The State Government had agreed to dedicate funds for theprogram. The funds were routed through the Department of Soil and Water Conservation andWatershed Development. The funds were maintained in this department and disbursed with thesanction and order of the State Level Committee of the AGY. The budget had been worked outinitially for a period of five years, based on the detailed project proposals prepared for the villagesparticipating in the program. The funds were to be transferred to the bank accounts at the village leveldirectly from the divisional level, after the State Level Committee had sanctioned them.
AGY hoped to demonstrate how the convergence of various government programs at the village levelcould bring about social and economic change along with regeneration of land and water resources.The strategy necessitated a high degree of cooperation between various departments that usually donot interact with each other. This degree of cooperation was difficult to achieve even for the AGY.The AGY depended upon funds dedicated by the state government. Due to lack of continued politicalinterest and support, this assured funding did not come through on a regular basis almost since thebeginning of the program. Also, the administrative procedures, which had been structured in a way soas to make the process transparent, in fact became too bureaucratic and troublesome for the villagesto get through.
Currently, there are 222 villages under the program at various stages of completion. About 50 villageshave shown good progress in terms of achieving the objectives of the program3. Two villages wereidentified for the field study; Hiwre Bazar, which is recognized as one of the best villages under theAGY and Ambadvet, where the AGY program has met with limited success.
Hiwre Bazar village
Background. Hiwre Bazar, a village of 210 households, is situated in Ahmednagar district and is 17km from Ahmednagar town. The watershed development project under the AGY began in this villageon 15 August 1994. The total watershed area in the village is 977 ha, divided into three micro-watersheds of 612 ha, 123 ha and 242 ha. The average rainfall in the village is 300–330 mm. The soildepth is 50–60 cm in the watershed. The watershed project is implemented by a locally formed NGOknown as Yashwant Krishi Gram and Panlot Vikas Sanstha (YKGPVS) (Yashwant Agricultural Villageand Watershed Development Organization).
The Watershed Committee consists of the Sarpanch4 of the village, two farmers each from large,small and marginal categories, one landless individual, and one villager from the backward caste. ThisCommittee is responsible for planning and implementing the project. The Committee guides thevillagers in the construction of the structures with the help of technical assistants. One member fromthe Committee visits the construction site to monitor the work when the work is in progress. Thedecisions about building new structures or repairing old structures are taken in the Gram Sabha(village meeting, which is attended by all adult members of the community).
3. Information provided by the Deputy Director of the AGY.4. Elected head of the Village Council under the Panchayat Raj or decentralized governance system.
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The Forest Department owns some of the land along the ridge of the watershed. In order to managethis area of the watershed, the Forest Department has formed a Committee consisting of theSarpanch of the village, six farmers representing different socioeconomic sections of the community,one landless individual and one villager belonging to the backward caste. The Watershed Committeeand the Committee formed by the Forest Department work together to manage the resources in thewatershed. During the period 1993–94, about 40000 continuous contour trenches were dug throughshramdan or voluntary labor and about 0.6 million trees were planted in the land belonging to theForest Department. Supported by the practice of charaibandi (ban on tree grazing) and kurhadbandi(ban on tree felling), this area over the years has developed good forest cover. About 300 t of grassfodder was harvested during the first year itself.
Under the AGY watershed development project, several new structures were constructed and old onesbuilt earlier by the Agriculture Department were repaired and maintained by the villagers on bothprivate as well as common lands. These structures include check-dams to arrest soil erosion and surfacewater flow, earthen structures, loose boulder structures, gabion structures, percolation tanks andcontinuous contour trenches. The villagers contributed voluntary labor during construction, andcontinue to contribute labor towards repair and  maintenance of these structures. One person from eachfamily in the village contributed one day free labor for any particular activity in progress. Some villagersalso contributed cash. Minor repairs like changing or replacing the gates of the structure are generallyhandled by the farmer in whose land the structure is constructed. If there is major damage, the matteris discussed in the Gram Sabha and the course of action to be followed is decided.
Benefits. Over the past few years, the groundwater table has increased from a depth of 35–50 feet to10–15 feet. Prior to project implementation, water was available in the village at a depth of 35 to 50feet during the monsoons and about 55 to 60 feet during summer. The number of wells in the villageincreased from 97 in 1993 to 217 in 2000 (Table 8). These wells are located near the village stream
Table 8. Social and economic impact of the project in Hiwre Bazar village in Ahmednagardistrict, Maharashtra, India under AGY watershed.
Details 1993 2000
Total number of wells 97 217Seasonal wells 90 190Perennial wells 7 27Seasonal irrigated land (ha) 110 400Assured irrigation land (ha) 10 200Area under horticultural crops (ha) 3 38Vegetables (ha) 2 25Onion (ha) 2 100Potato (ha) 2 80Floriculture 1 20Milk production (L day-1) 150 2200Biogas plants 0 50Smokeless chulhas 0 170Two-wheelers 5 135Four-wheelers 0 6Tractors 1 7Literacy (%) 30 99Families below poverty line 198 53
Source: Documents provided by YKGPVS written in the regional language.
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and near the percolation tank constructed by the Agriculture Department. The farmers in this part ofthe village could harvest two crops a year, while farmers in other parts of the village could only harvestone rainfed crop per year. The farmers are now able to cultivate high-value cash crops like onions,potatoes, other vegetables and fruits (Table 9).
Table 9. Changes in cropping pattern from 1995 to 2002 in Hiwre Bazar village in Ahmednagardistrict, Maharashtra, India under AGY watershed.
Crop Original area (ha) Present area (ha) Growth rate (%)
Oilseed Crops   1 15 53Pulses 15 45   3Vegetables 2 25 12Irrigated fruits 5 38   7Fodder crops 2 50 25
Source: Documents provided by YKGPVS written in the regional language.

5. Under the AGY, the Gram Sabha is also the WA, since the village and not watershed is the unit of implementation.6. Source: Documents provided by the organization YKGPVS, Hiwre Bazar.

To control and regulate use of groundwater and surface water, the following important managementdecisions were taken in the Gram Sabha5:
• Bore wells would not be installed for irrigation purposes.• Water intensive crops such as sugarcane and banana would not be grown.• Resident villagers will not sell their land to non-residents. This decision was taken to prevent free-riding by non-residents, since the resident farmers had invested labor and cash in the developmentof water and land resources in the village.
The acceptance of the AGY principles like charaibandi and rules for the use of resources from the forestand common land increased the production of fodder greatly. This in turn increased the milk productionin the village. The forestland, which was barren initially, is now getting transferred into a healthy forestwith significant changes in the ecosystem. About 98% of soil erosion has been checked effectivelythrough the construction of structures on the slopes, combined with controlled grazing. Due torestrictions on open grazing the loose soil on higher lands was allowed to settle. The small amount of siltthat still moves down the slope is arrested and collected in the structures at higher levels. As a result ofproject interventions, about 280 to 300 mm of annual rainfall is enough to maintain the groundwaterlevels and the surface water levels in the percolation tanks for the whole year.
The local migration of the villagers to irrigated areas has stopped completely. Even with comparativelysmaller landholding, the farmers can utilize their limited resources to the fullest due to availability ofwater. But the farmers with larger fields, despite having enough water, are able to cultivate onlylimited area due to labor scarcity. The large farmers have started leasing some of the land to landlessfamilies. This has equity implications, as landless families are directly benefited from the project, andcultivable lands in the village are used to their full potential.
Thus the annual income of the small farmers has increased from Rs 4000–5000 in 1993 to about Rs100,000–200,000 at present6. The annual income of large farmers has now increased from Rs 15000in 1993 to Rs 250,000–300,000 at present. The local migration of villagers in summer has completelystopped. About 31 families who had migrated out of the village permanently have returned to thevillage and resumed agricultural activities.
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Controlled grazing has also raised the income of the farmers through production and sale of fodder,and growth in milk production. The milk production has increased from 150 L day-1 for the village in1993 to about 2200 L day-1 at present (Table 10). The fodder grown on the forest and common landis sold to villagers on cut and carry basis (one person per family can cut and carry as much fodder aspossible in one day) for which the payment has been fixed at Rs 100. The remaining fodder is sold tothe people from neighboring villages. The income generated from the sale of fodder is used forimprovement of facilities in the village school, and other services to the poorer families in the village.
Importance of leadership. The village Sarpanch initiated the development activities in the village. Herealized that the main problem in the village was the lack of basic infrastructure facilities, such asdrinking water, education, electricity, good transport facilities and water for irrigation. Theseproblems were discussed with the villagers. A five-year development plan for the village was drawn.An NGO (YKGPVS) was formed, and the village was selected under the AGY in 1993. The mainfocus was for watershed development activities on a large scale. The villagers agreed to providevoluntary labor as their contribution to development activities. Under the leadership of the villageSarpanch important management decisions were taken that helped in developing and maintaining thewatershed development activities. Inspired by the success of this village, the NGO expanded toneighboring eight villages under the DPAP.
Ambadvet village
Background. Ambadvet village is located in Mulshi taluka in Pune district, and has an annual rainfallof 1000 mm. Though the rainfall was relatively higher, the village was selected under the AGYbecause it faced acute water shortage for most of the year. One of the reasons for shortage of water isthe rapid industrialization and urbanization that was taking place in this district, causing loss ofvegetation and depletion of groundwater resources.
Agriculture was not remunerative for villagers due to lack of irrigation. Villagers were selling their landsto the industrialists with the expectation to get employment in the industries. With growing industries,the bore wells were installed by the industrialists, and started groundwater exploitation at an alarmingrate. It adversely affected the farming of those who were still dependent on agriculture. To overcomesuch problems, the watershed development program was introduced in the village. The watersheddevelopment program was started in the village in 917 ha under the AGY in 1996. This watershed wasmanaged by an NGO, Vidnyaanvardhini Sanstha. Ambadvet was one out of six hamlets under the AGY.The same principles were applied in the village as discussed earlier. The villagers contributed voluntarylabor for construction of a temple and a school building, and planted trees on the common lands. Thesame enthusiasm was not there among villagers for construction of soil and water conservation
Table 10. Growth in fodder and milk production in Hiwre Bazar village in Ahmednagar district,Maharashtra, India under AGY watershed.
Year Fodder production (t) Milk production (L day-1)
1994–95 200 3001995–96 350 5001996–97 1100 7501997–98 1500 10001998–99 2500 12501999–2000 5000 2200
Source: Documents provided by YKGPVS written in the regional language.
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structures under the watershed project. As the Government did not release funds in time, the physicalwork of construction of structures could not be started as planned. The farmers began losing faith in theproject. The result was that when the funds were finally received the work was completed throughcontractors hired by the NGO, since the farmers were unwilling to participate in the project. Thefarmers expected the NGO to complete the work and also maintain the structures.
Benefits. To facilitate groundwater recharge and control soil erosion, continuous contour trencheswere dug on the higher slopes of the watershed. Several such structures were constructed in theprivate lands of the farmers and the farmers were given the responsibility of maintenance of thesestructures. This area experiences acute shortage of even drinking water in the period after November.However, after construction of the trenches, the water became available until the next monsoon.When the continuous contour trenches became silted, the villagers did not desilt them, but keptwaiting for the NGO staff to arrange for repairs and desilting. Even the landowners did not desilt thetrenches on their private lands. With the silting up of the trenches the groundwater recharge sloweddown and villagers again faced water shortage. Grazing was also not controlled, and the villagers lettheir cattle graze on the forestland and uncultivated private lands. These developments show that thevillagers did not follow the principles of AGY in the village that led to collapse of an innovativeprogram.
The structures like cement check-dams, which were constructed by the contractors, were not built asper the norms. According to the villagers, the contractors used poor quality material. The result wasthat the structures were ineffective. There were leakages and the structures failed to arrest thesurface water from flowing downstream. Since the structures were made by the NGO throughcontractors without involving the villagers, there was no sense of ownership towards the project. Also,the villagers failed to recognize the importance and necessity of the structures. The farmers expectthe NGO to repair and maintain the check-dams. Only 40% of the proposed work was completedduring the six years of the project period. The village again faces acute shortage of water. There hasbeen no improvement in agricultural production. Finally, the NGO withdrew from the village andclosed the project activities due to lack of funds. The Gram Panchayat or Village Council was giventhe responsibility to maintain the structures but without any funds.
Lessons drawn from the AGY examples
• The AGY placed great emphasis on peoples’ participation and expected the WA, WatershedCommittee or the local village-level NGO to drive the project. However, it cannot be assumed thatformation of Watershed Committees and other local institutions will ensure peoples’ participation.A high degree of motivation needs to be maintained through incentives and benefits that are visibleto sustain motivation for participation.• Political support is required to ensure regular flow of funds to the projects. Since the AGY was acompletely state-funded program, it was expected that the Government would dedicate funds tothe program so as to ensure that implementation at the village level would not be affected. This didnot happen and funds were released sporadically, due to which benefits were not always visible onthe ground. This had a negative impact on the motivation of the people to work together.• Strong leadership is essential that can motivate people to participate in the project activities. Acommitted leader can bind the community for a common purpose.• Shramdan or contribution of voluntary labor is an effective cost-sharing mechanism that helps toestablish peoples’ ownership of the project, although in some cases, cash contributions byhouseholds might be even more effective.
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• Visible benefits from investments on common and private lands, and clear policies for distribution ofbenefits and management of land and water resources enable people to remain committed to the project.• It is important that decisions for physical interventions are taken by the people and executed bythem, and not by the NGO or implementing agency. Getting work done through contractors oroutside labor to complete planned works makes the people refrain from the project.
Rajiv Gandhi Watershed Mission (RGWM)
Background
The RGWM7, launched on 20 August 1994 by the Government of Madhya Pradesh, has becomeIndia’s largest watershed management program targeting to cover nearly 3.5 million ha. Theobjectives of the Mission are to: (i) augment and conserve soil and water resources (both surface andgroundwater) for sustaining livelihoods and reducing vulnerability to droughts; (ii) develop an easilyaccessible repository of scientific and technological inputs for planning and implementation;(iii) maximize people’s participation for sustainable resources development; and (iv) improve theenvironmental resource base. The watersheds under the RGWM were classified into three zones:
1. Recharge zone, which usually has lands having high gradients2. Transition zone, which has gradients requiring in situ moisture conservation3. Discharge zone, which has flat lands requiring efficient water spreading techniques
At the start of the Mission in 1994, key tasks were identified to: (i) integrate concerns of povertyreduction and environmental regeneration through participatory watershed management; (ii) focusaction on degraded areas and dryland areas to build environmental security and food security; and(iii) improve agricultural production and incomes.
The Pani Roko Abhiyan (community-led campaign to conserve water) was launched after the droughtin 2001, by promoting community-led water harvesting structures through Pani Roko Samitis (localwater harvesting committees). Under this program, ‘do-it-yourself ’ methods for water harvestingwere developed. Information about these methods was given to each village. Most villages werealready familiar with the watershed development work carried out by the Mission. The communitiesthemselves were expected to identify the work or the structures that needed to be built in theirvillages and make a plan for implementation, using the prototypes in the ‘Do-It-Yourself ’ informationkit. The Government provided funds through the drought relief and rural development programs.The community was also expected to contribute towards the costs. Between January to June 2001, Rs4150 million were spent under this program, of which the  community contributed Rs 990 million.
Approach to watershed management
The mission essentially intensified the implementation of the centrally-funded programs such as theDPAP, Employment Assurance Scheme and Integrated Watershed Development Program. TheCommon Guidelines for Watershed Management of the Ministry for Rural Development werefollowed. A Mission Director with a Mission Office at the state level was appointed to oversee theMission activities. The advantage of the Mission effort was a concentration of efforts inimplementation of the watershed management programs resulting in extensive coverage. The flow offunds for the watershed activities was also maintained because of this concentrated effort.
7. Information has been sourced from documents provided by the Mission Office and from “Rajiv Gandhi Missions: Eight Years: 1994–2002, Report to the People”.
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The program at the local level was planned and implemented by the Watershed Committees, whichcontrol about 85% of the total program funds. The work is executed through Watershed Committeesconsisting of UGs, SHGs and Women Thrift and Credit Groups, while the State Government providestechnical and financial support through the Mission. For the purpose of planning and implementationthe watersheds are divided into project areas covering an area of 5000 to 10000 ha, which are known asMilli Watersheds. The implementing agencies are both government departments and NGOs.
Institutional arrangements
At the State level, the program is coordinated by various agencies, namely Empowered Committee,Technical Committee, the Department of Rural Development and the Mission Director. At theDistrict level, it is managed by the District Watershed Management Team, along with theChairman, Zilla Parishad as the Patron, the Executive Engineer as the Mission Leader at the Districtlevel, and a Hydrogeologist as the Planning Coordinator. At the village level, there are WatershedCommittees, which are nominated by the Gram Panchayats or Village Councils. The WatershedCommittees act as the executive committees to manage the watershed project at the village leveland facilitate the participation of the entire village community. The Watershed Committees(consisting of 10–12 members as per the Guidelines) have representatives from all UGs, SHGs,PIAs, members of the Village Council, women representatives and representatives of the PIAs.One full time Secretary and two Volunteers are appointed with each Watershed Committee. TheWatershed Committee organizes community meetings, draws up the watershed plans and executesthem, maintains records and accounts, distributes funds to community groups for executing theactivities, monitors the implementation and maintains the assets created under the project after theproject period is over.
User groups are the groups of landowners who are directly benefited and affected by watershedmanagement activities. Such groups of people are constituted for each of the identified watershedmanagement activity like soil conservation, water conservation, horticulture, fodder development, etcon private land, community land and government land. The SHGs are groups of individuals who maynot own land and may not benefit directly from the watershed works. They may, however, benefitindirectly through some income generating activities for which well defined forward and backwardlinkages are identified to sustain their livelihood.
Women as a distinct group form a priority area for the program as land and water related issues affectthem the most. Therefore, the Mission has been trying to promote women’s SHGs in all programvillages. The basic thrust of these SHGs is thrift and credit.
Monitoring and evaluation
In addition to evaluation by Government agencies, the Mission has introduced a system ofparticipatory evaluation by the community itself. In every village, which has undergone more than 3years of work under the Watershed Management Mission, a public display board is maintained in acentral place in the village on which information regarding the progress of activities is recorded.External evaluations have also been commissioned through agencies such as UNICEF.
Impact of the mission
The area targeted for coverage is 3.438 million ha, of which work has been completed in 1.426 millionha. About 7600 villages are under the Mission, whereas all 51086 villages in the State are covered
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through the Pani Roko Abhiyan8. Since the pre-Mission period, groundwater level has improved in3294 villages, area under tree cover has increased by 23579 ha, area under irrigation has increased by59%, degraded lands have decreased by 34% and area under fodder production has increased by52311 ha. Area under winter cropping increased by 16%, while production by 30%. Similarly, areaunder rainy season expanded by 21% and production by 37%.
There are 43612 UGs, 14005 SHGs, 7557 Women Thrift and Credit Groups. The total assistancegiven to SHGs was Rs 74.7 million. The income generated by SHGs is Rs 24 million, and the savingsby Women Thrift and Credit Groups amounts to Rs 32.4 million.
For the case studies, two villages from the Nalchha Milli watershed were selected and are discussed.
The Nalchha Milli watershed
The Nalchha Milli watershed is located in Dhar district in western Madhya Pradesh, having about97% Bhil tribe. The Nalchha Block (taluka headquarters) is nearly 25 km from the districtheadquarters. A prominent tourist place, Mandu, is 9 km from Nalchha town. The Nalchha Milliwatershed covers 16 villages and nearly 6094 ha of land, which is divided into 10 micro-watersheds.The total number of households in the area is 1526.
Nearly all the streams and small rivers of the Nalchha Milli watershed area are tributaries of theKaram river which flows into the Narmada river. The Milli watershed has an undulating topographywith steep slopes, deep gorges, steep ravines and hills of hard rock. In the rainy season, water flows athigh speed causing heavy soil erosion. Soils range from red-yellow to black cotton. The area has nearly27% forestland with medicinal plants, which is an important source of livelihood for the villagers. Theclimate ranges from semi-arid to dry sub-humid. The average rainfall of Dhar district is 750–1000mm. The villages are mainly situated on the hillocks and rocky lands, due to which the villagers aremainly dependent on small and shallow wells or bawdis, which are hardly 20–25 feet deep, and villageponds. The bawdis (shallow wells) are the main source of drinking water. If there is enough water, itis used for irrigation of winter crops. Before implementation of the project, most of the villagersmigrated during winter to Indore and nearby towns to do earthwork and work in brick kilns. The mostimportant indicator of success of the watershed program was increase in area under wheat andadoption of improved variety Lok 1 (requires light irrigation) resulting in a shift from Pissi, anunirrigated variety. Another important benefit was shift from local to improved breed of buffalo, andincrease in number of buffaloes as compared to cows. Milk production has increased because ofincreased availability of fodder. Surplus milk is sold in nearby towns like Nalchha and Mandu. Theother important income generation activity that has emerged is vermicompost. The District RuralDevelopment Agency is the main buyer of this compost. Poultry has also emerged as an importantsource of income for the tribal population.
The PIA in the watershed is the Institute of Resource Conservation (IRCON), an NGO. The NGOhas maintained a transparent method of functioning, and villagers are aware about the funds allocatedfor the development of their watershed area. A large part of the proposed funds for training,community organization and plantation activity have not been utilized. The only activity for whichplanned targets have been completed is the construction of water conservation structures. This hasled to increase in groundwater table, which was available in the village 3 months after the rainfall,which was not the case earlier.
8. Source: Rajiv Gandhi Missions: Eight Years: 1994–2002: Report to the People.
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Two villages located in the Milli watershed were identified for the case study after consulting the DeputyChief Executive Officer of the District. The indicators for identification were impact of the project aftera period of five years and level of participation by the people. Hemabardi village was identified as themore successful village, and Jhabri was identified as a village that had made less progress.
Hemabardi micro-watershed. The Hemabardi micro-watershed in Hemabardi village covers an areaof 681 ha. The village is divided into three hamlets, Patel Awar (Colony), Katar Awar and Bari Awar.The total number of households is about 37, with a population of about 260. All members in thesehamlets belong to the Bhil tribe. The village is located about 7 km from Nalchha block (taluka)headquarters. The watershed project was initiated in 1996. The plan for implementation wasprepared with the villagers and the people’s participation was very good during the planning session.In the southern and the western sides of the village there is a large area of forestland, which is mainlybarren. The villagers graze their animals here, but as the land was not productive, there was notenough fodder for the whole year.
The Watershed Committee formed as per the Common Watershed Guidelines has 14 membersincluding 2 members from the Village Council, 5 women, 1 member of the NGO, and 6 membersfrom UGs. The Committee members have appointed a Secretary for the management of work in thevillage. The Committee is expected to meet once every month to review the progress of the workbeing undertaken. The villagers explained that the meetings always occurred in the presence of theNGO and most of the resolutions have already been passed in the initial meetings of the project.There has been no meeting in the village for the past few months. Villagers do not find these meetingsuseful since resolutions related to development work have already been passed in the earlier meetings.
The soil and water conservation structures constructed in the village include 4 earthen bunds (check-dams) and 2 check-dams on common lands. Field bunds on private lands could not be made due tomisunderstanding between villagers and government machinery. Silt from an old village pond wasused for strengthening the new earthen structures. The Rural Engineering Service, a department ofthe government has also constructed one big pond, at the cost of Rs 1.6 million. Most of the waterharvesting structures were small and dried up in 3–4 months. The NGO claims that the water table inthe village has increased due to the earth works done in the adjacent village Gyanpura.
The main impact of the watershed development project was increase in area under cultivation duringthe winter season and reduction in migration. Crop production has intensified in the village and manyfarmers are cultivating two crops in a year. Few farmers have started cultivating cotton. Landlesslaborers got employment in the village and the period of migration reduced from 5–6 months to 2–3months in the dry season. Few farmers have taken bank loans to purchase tractors, threshers andelectric motors. Hand pumps installed by the Government for drinking water are viable throughoutthe year.
The degree of people’s participation has differed in the village for different activities. Since it wasimportant for the villagers to harvest surface water, villagers, particularly women, participated in theplanning and construction of ponds and check-dams. Many farmers did not allow any type oftreatment in their private lands. They did not participate in shramdan for desilting the percolationtanks.
While UGs meet nearly almost everyday informally by the village pond, the Watershed Committeemeets only when the NGO is present. The Committee members were of the opinion that sincenothing happens in the Watershed Committee meetings, there is no point in having them. This
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indicates that the Committee is still dependent on the NGO for guidance and has not been able tofunction independently.
The Nalchha Milli watershed has almost 1230 ha of forestland and this is located close to Hemabardivillage, making fuel-wood and fodder easily available to the villagers, who have open access to theforestland. The village also has some grazing land, which is used for open grazing. The villagers refusedto impose a ban on grazing on this land, partly because they are afraid to take their domestic animalsinto the forest area (they fear that wild animals will attack their cattle) for grazing, which they wouldhave had to do if open grazing was banned on village lands. No plantation work has therefore beendone on these lands.
Although villagers are happy with the project, they are worried that the project may not be sustainableafter the project period is over. They are concerned that the project period is getting over without theallotted funds being utilized. The villagers feel that the project period should be extended by threeyears so that the remaining funds can be utilized. There is scope for further work in communitymobilization and putting in place mechanisms for management of common property resources.Villagers lack confidence in the Watershed Committee and question whether the maintenance fund,which was collected through voluntary contributions9 from the villagers, would be utilized properlyafter the NGO withdraws from the village.
Jhabri micro-watershed. The Jhabri micro-watershed in Jhabri village is one of the ridgeline micro-watersheds in the Nalchha Milli watershed. This is also a tribal village, situated about 21 km fromNalccha town, and 10 km from Mandu. The village is about 6–7 km from the ‘pukka’ road and nearly10–12 km from the National Highway. The area of micro-watershed is 199 ha. The approach to thevillage is difficult and no transport facilities are available in the village.  The village is divided into twohamlets, Patelpura and Girwalpura. The population of the village is about 500 with 70 households.Cotton and wheat are the important crops.
The Watershed Committee and action plans were formed as per the watershed guidelines. The actionplan included: (i) fodder and fuel-wood development in the village common lands; (ii) soil and waterconservation in private lands; (iii) construction of two percolation tanks; and (iv) construction of onegabion structure. None of these activities have been completed during the past five years of theproject period. Instead, some contour bunds were made along the hill slopes on common lands and anold tank has been repaired. Many villagers are not aware of the project being implemented in thevillage. One SHG was formed which was non-functional. Women did not attend the meetings andthey had to depend on men to go to the bank in Mandu to deposit the money.
The forestland of the village has been treated by the Forest Department and the NGO hasconstructed contour bunds. This has resulted in regeneration of vegetation. After the bunds of thetank were repaired with project expenses, the tank is holding water. The tank is a major source ofconflict because it overflows during the rainy season and submerges the fields of several farmers.However, few farmers are benefited from the recharge from this tank. Some farmers are directlylifting water for irrigation and harvesting two crops. This has resulted in decrease in migration.
Poor connectivity of the village with town, lack of public transport and conflict on water tank weresome of the reasons mentioned by the NGO and the villagers for the failure of the watershedprogram.
9. When villagers contribute free labor (shramdan), the equivalent amount in wages is kept aside in a fund to be used later for maintenanceof structures.
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Lessons drawn
The interesting aspect of this case study is that although in the first village the level of cooperation,trust and participation seems to be quite low, it is still a successful case. It would be interesting toexamine why this is the case and why the second village is doing worse. It seems that the broadersocioeconomic context plays an important role in explaining the performance but based on theinformation provided this cannot really be concluded.
The following lessons are drawn from the watersheds discussed above:
• The mission approach, backed by political will and support, has resulted in intensification ofimplementation of centrally sponsored watershed development programs and ensured a regularflow of funds to the projects.• Although the program is conceived to encourage the formation of Watershed Committees toimplement the program, the effective representation of the village population on these committeesand their functioning depends upon the quality of facilitation and support provided by the PIA.• Benefit sharing mechanisms have not been put in place. Therefore, in both villages it was found thatsome farmers benefited more than others. The landless, however, have benefited from theincreased demand for labor in the village.• Since efforts at community mobilization have been inadequate, people are less willing to cooperateand resolve conflicts.• The upstream-downstream impacts are evident because the whole Milli watershed is being treatedthrough micro-watershed projects. However, no areas of conflict have as yet emerged.• Villagers do not have a feeling of ownership for the project. One of the reasons could be theemphasis on the formation and capacity building of the Watershed Committee, as against theAssociation or the village community. There is a feeling that the Committee is responsible for theproject. Capacity building is required at all levels.• Although physical impact of the watershed interventions is evident, there is a lack of sustainableinstitutions to take this work forward. Emphasis on achievement of physical targets hascompromised the development of sustainable institutions and collective action.• The coordination between government departments takes place through the state-level missionoffice, but there is no similar structure at the district levels. At the district level, the Collectorinfluences the implementation strategy of the project. A mechanism is required through whichpeople’s views can be taken into account.
Mysore resettlement and development agency (MYRADA)
Background
Spread over three states (Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu), MYRADA works with therural poor through a process of building and strengthening grassroot-level institutions10. ThoughMYRADA has an extensive reach and presence in the three southern states through sixteen projectareas, the organization works in a decentralized manner. Each project has an identity of its own, withflexibility to make decisions and plans for implementation.
Between 1968 and 1978, MYRADA worked to resettle 3000 Tibetan refugees in the hilly areas ofKollegal taluk in Karnataka. The young organization created infrastructure by land development andhousing and handed over the houses and cultivable land to the community in proportion to the
10. Information about MYRADA is from documents and publications by MYRADA and based on discussions with MYRADA staff.
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number of members in each family. MYRADA formed the Dhonden-Ling Tibetan Cooperative tocover activities in 22 villages, named by alphabets starting from A to V, complete with houses, shops,and other civic requirements like roads, pathways and water sources. When MYRADA withdrew in1978, the settlement was handed over to the community and is presently administered through a localassembly. MYRADA’s micro-watershed development program, which began in 1985, is also based onthe philosophy that local-level institutions manage the watershed development activities. Today theprogram covers over 50000 ha and 399 WAs.
Approach to watershed management
MYRADA is recognized as a pioneer in evolving the model of the self-help affinity groups (SAGs). Itevolved through several years of experience. Between 1982 and 1986, several cooperatives that werebeing supported by MYRADA collapsed due to a lack of confidence in the leadership. Later MYRADAchanged the strategy to develop the model of SAGs, which initiated a holistic process of empowerment.
Process of formation of SAGs
The process of formation of SAGs is through three phases: (1) identification and formation phase;(2) group stabilization phase; and (3) withdrawal phase. The time duration in each phase varies withthe degree of awareness and exposure of the group.
The first phase is very critical in the process since the future development of the group depends uponthe identification of appropriate members. This phase includes identifying a group, which has a commonaffinity that binds them together. The group decides the modalities of the savings and credit and rulesand regulations for meetings as well as identifies two members as representatives of the group.
The second phase is marked with regularity of all operations. Opportunity is given to all members toacquire managerial skills. All the members undergo SAG management training and manage thesavings, credit and repayment schedules. Most of the members learn to conduct meetings and acquireskills in literacy, learn to work with numbers, and how to manage conflicts. The group changes therepresentatives every year.
In the third phase, the SAG takes a major role in the maintenance of the group. The group establisheslinkages with financial institutions and pays for the services needed. It is empowered to take creditplus activities and the need for external intervention is reduced to a minimum. When the groupmatures into this phase, MYRADA gradually withdraws, keeping its intervention to a minimum, in theform of technical support only.
Micro-watershed Development Associations
MYRADA began their watershed development program by constituting a single WA in each micro-watershed. Due to heterogeneous groups in each watershed such arrangements failed. MYRADA’sown study of their watershed institutions highlighted the following (Fernandes 2002):
• The basis of all institutions managing the watershed’s resources were the credit groups. Theyplayed a role in forming and monitoring the WA and they provided the credit base if funds wererequired to maintain the structures installed. They ensured that poorer families had access to creditthus facilitating their participation and maintaining equity in the sharing of benefits.• There were several such credit groups in one micro-watershed; where these groups had beenfunctioning effectively for a longer period, the WA was stable and functioned properly.
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• In some cases, families with land in high potential areas (high potential for watershed developmentinterventions) like ravines where silt could be harvested came together to form a WatershedDevelopment Association to treat these areas in the first phase; the membership, however,gradually expanded to include others.• The tribal groups preferred to associate with tribal groups in other micro-watersheds rather thannon-tribal credit groups in their own watershed. Marginal groups preferred to interact with othersimilar groups.• Membership to the Micro-watershed Development Associations (MWDAs) was not restricted tocredit groups. It was extended to all interested farmers, particularly to those whose lands werewithin the boundary of the particular association.• Since the credit groups formed the base of the WAs, there is greater stability in the Associationitself even if other members who were not involved in the credit activities join in.• The process through which an MWDA emerges differs in each watershed. Poorer people need timeand space to build up their skills and confidence to join others. Some groups with lands havingpotential for immediate returns may come together more quickly than others.• The various groups within the watershed should have freedom to decide which MWDA they wantto belong to. Where groups of poor families are given no option but to join a single WA initiated byexternal forces, or by larger farmers and dominant groups, the Associations have failed to functioneffectively and were unable to achieve the objective of regenerating and managing resources in thewatershed.
The MWDAs are therefore different in structure and function compared to the SAGs although theyare established on the base formed by the SAGs. They represent smaller units of the micro-watershed, and there could be several MWDAs within a micro-watershed. As against the SAGs thatgrant loans for any type of credit need of the member, the MWDAs give loans only for treatment ofprivate lands as well as for agricultural inputs, ie, for any land-related activities. The MWDA membersparticipate in the whole process of development and designing the plan for natural resourcemanagement and watershed development.
Further, to ensure a high level of sustained participation, along with a strong institutional base, whatwas required was a clear understanding and commitment to the program. MYRADA measured thiscommitment by the willingness of the members to invest in their own lands. Therefore, theorganization introduced the concept of contributions ranging from 30 to 50% of the costs, in cash, foractivities taken up on individually owned lands. These contributions were kept as a fund in eachMWDA, which could be used in future for upgrading and maintenance of the micro-watershed.
MYRADA gave a grant to the MWDA for both common and private lands. The association convertedthe grant to a soft loan for activities on private lands. The loan amount was repaid to the association bythe farmers and is being revolved on a loan basis, with interest, for upgrading and maintenance ofprivate lands. Seeing the performance and credibility of the MWDA, some banks have come forwardto finance these associations locally. NABARD has also given portfolio loans to MWDAs based uponthe plans made by individual members for development of private lands. Where common lands areconcerned, MYRADA still gives grants, since it is difficult to raise large contributions from themembers of the MWDA for works on common lands. MYRADA believes that in the present contextof existing demand and urgency for scaling up the interventions on watershed management at nationallevel, and with the limited availability of funds to meet the growing requirement, this unique strategycan provide an alternative to the present Government approach which provides grants for watersheddevelopment.
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Interventions under the watershed development program
The physical interventions made under MYRADA’s watershed development program can beunderstood through its key slogans: (i) make water ‘walk’; and (ii) bring soil back to life. A series ofactivities are undertaken for better harvesting and utilization of rainwater and for conservation andimprovement of soil. MYRADA believes that unless watershed activities are accompanied byagriculture development strategies, food security and protective livelihood systems, improvement inthe quality of life for the poor cannot be ensured. Hence, through different awareness programs,training courses and credit facilities, a holistic program consisting of integrated agriculturaldevelopment, off-farm livelihood activities, afforestation and use of non-conventional energy areundertaken in the micro-watershed.
Linkages
To ensure sustainability of the MWDAs, linkages are developed with financial institutions, agriculturalextension services and other government departments. Members of the MWDA are encouraged tointeract with the different departments so as to build their confidence and capacity to negotiate foraccessing better services.
Process of planning and management of micro-watersheds
The treatment plan for each micro-watershed is completed by the members of the MWDA with thehelp of a team consisting of a civil engineer, agriculture specialist, soil engineers and trainingpersonnel. Once the exercises are completed, time is given for discussion and negotiation before thesites and treatments are finalized. For the common lands, management decisions related to control ofgrazing, prevention of tree falling, plantation activities and selection of species are taken. Men andwomen users of common property resources such as livestock owners also participate in the planningand become members of the MWDA. Contributions for work on common lands, ‘cut and carry’charges and fines are also decided. All members of the MWDA are asked to make suggestions and thelowest amounts quoted are accepted as the norm. This ensures equitable access to the resources andbenefits of the program to all members of the MWDA. Participatory impact monitoring is undertakenwith the members of the MWDA on a regular basis. Capacity building is a continuous process asMYRADA trains members to participate in the planning, implementation and monitoring of theprogram, and in the process of building linkages for sustainability.
Impact of program and specific case studies
MYRADA currently has 399 MWDAs under its watershed development program, out of which 127MWDAs (32% of the total) are the new generation MWDAs functioning entirely on loan basis,without any grants being given for treatment on private lands. For the purpose of this study it wasdecided that 100% loan-based MWDAs would be studied, since MYRADA is currently promoting thisstrategy for the implementation of their watershed development programs. This strategy is possibleonly for projects, which are not funded under any government scheme.
In Hollalkere district, a complete watershed of 2000 acres (809 ha), leading to one outlet has beentreated in 5 years through 49 MWDAs. Two MWDAs from this watershed were studied as casestudies. The MWDAs were identified on the basis of the indicators that MYRADA uses to decidewhich associations are functioning better than others. These indicators are level of participation,strength of the institution, and sustainability of the institution and watershed interventions. On the
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basis of these indicators, the Vinayaka Jalanayana Abhivrudhi Sangha (JAS) or the Vinayaka MWDAof village Kudineerkatti was identified as a robust, successful MWDA, and Masikatte JAS orMasikatte MWDA of Venkateshpura village was identified as an MWDA, which had been facingproblems in maintaining a strong institution. Kudineerkatti has two MWDAs and two SHGs whileVenkateshpura has two MWDAs and one SHG.
Vinayaka JAS. Vinayaka JAS has 22 members who have lands located in the upper catchment of thewatershed. The average rainfall in the area is 500 to 600 mm. The group was formed in August 1999and the treatment was completed in June 2002. The micro-watershed is of 64 ha, consisting of 20 haof common land and 44 ha of private land. The group began with a weekly saving of Rs 10 per head. Atthe end of six months the group had a saving of Rs 15000 in the bank account, after which watersheddevelopment activities began. The groups underwent training in management of savings and credit.For the first time interest free loans were given and repaid, after which an application was made for aportfolio loan from NABARD. The interest on loans from the NABARD portfolio was 18%. Theinstallments and repayment plans were made with the group. Till date, the total investments oncommon land has been Rs 60450 and on private lands through loans has been Rs 402,080 of which Rs286,500 has been repaid.
At present, the group has applied to NABARD for a portfolio loan of Rs 547,000 for a period of 6–8 years. The group has requested that the loan be given in three installments with a repaymentperiod of 2 years for each installment. The activities for which the loan has been sought are landleveling, silt application, horticulture and fencing, with individual loan amounts ranging from Rs20000 to 40000.
The crop productivity has increased from 0.6 to 1.4 t ha-1 in finger millet, 1.6 to 2.2 t ha-1 in maize and0.7 to 1.7 t ha-1 in sorghum. The production of coconuts has also increased. There are 2 wells in thewatershed, which used to have water for 6 months before watershed interventions, and at presentwater is available all round the year.
The group meets regularly and continues its saving activity. Repayment for loans is compulsory everymonth. To prevent over-exploitation of groundwater, the group has decided not to allow borewells tobe installed in the micro-watershed. Grazing has been controlled on the common lands. The group hascollected Rs 2000 as fine for violation of rules made to manage common lands. The contribution madetowards treatment of common lands has been kept in a common fund.
Masikatte JAS. Masikatte JAS in village Venkateshpura has 23 members. The group was formed inApril 1997.  The watershed area is 280 acres (113 ha), of which the common land is 154 acres (62 ha)and private land is 126 acres (51 ha). The investment in common lands was Rs 193,290 and in privatelands it was Rs 158,140.  At present the group has repaid Rs 62470 and an amount of Rs 95680 isoutstanding. This watershed is located higher up in the catchment and has poor soil cover.Productivity was generally low.
The membership fee of this MWDA was Rs 100. The members began the savings activity on a weeklybasis. The group stopped the savings activity once the watershed work was started. Since membershave been unable to repay the loans, the repayment period has been increased for defaulters.
Although there has been an increase in crop production, this increase might not be sustained if themaintenance of watershed works is stopped. The farmers are further indebted to the local seedmerchants from whom they have been taking seed on credit, thus further reducing the profits theygain from their crops. This group has not been able to develop effective linkages for sustainability
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because the farmers are still struggling to repay their loans. During discussions with MYRADA staff,they admitted that the Masikatte MWDA may not have received the support and attention it requiredafter completion of the project.
Lessons learned
• The MWDA and MYRADA are partners in planning, implementation, management, monitoringand evaluation of the project. Smaller homogeneous MWDAs are more viable and sustainable thanlarge and heterogeneous ones. The interests of marginalized groups are better represented insmaller groups. Equity can best be achieved through smaller interest groups.• MYRADA implements government-funded watershed development programs in some areas, whilein others the organization uses funds received from German Agro Action, such as in Hollalkere.The funds from German Agro Action are not dedicated to targets, giving the organization theflexibility to achieve their objectives of building and strengthening MWDAs.• It is true that plans need to be made for development of the entire watershed area, butimplementation is more effective when the watershed is broken up into smaller micro-units.• There can be more than one MWDA in a village. The MWDAs generally look after the commonlands adjoining their watershed area. When there is more than one MWDA in the village, they worktogether to address issues related to common lands and forestlands. The SHGs and MWDAsdiscuss issues jointly in the Gram Sabha to address larger issues related to common lands andforestlands, or distribution of benefits.• MYRADA distinguishes between development and management of common and private lands. Thefocus remains on poor and marginalized families. When benefits from common lands are to bedistributed through measures such as ‘cut and carry’ all the villagers are consulted and lowestquoted rates are applied, so that the poorest families can be benefited from the project.• Capacity building is very important for making the MWDAs sustainable. MYRADA puts in aconsiderable amount of time and energy in capacity building of the MWDAs.• MYRADA provides support for agricultural development and technical inputs through linkageswith the concerned government departments.• Upstream vs downstream: MYRADA looks at this issue in the light of ‘coverage vs intensity’. Waterharvested in the upper reaches through treatments is not used for irrigation. It is used only forrecharge, and therefore as yet there have been no conflicts between upstream and downstreamfarmers. Since farmers in the region are poor, and soil fertility is poor in the upper catchments,there is a limit to the intensification of agriculture in the upper reaches. At present they feel that‘coverage’ is important and the watershed needs to be treated to arrest soil erosion and furtherdegradation.• The example of Masikatte highlights that the resilience of the MWDA can be put to test if theresources available to the farmers are already so scarce that returns to investments are likely to below or unsustainable, probably requiring a longer period of ‘hand-holding’. The organization needsto recognize this and extend support to the MWDA if required.• There can never be complete ‘withdrawal’ from the village until the MWDA has demonstrated afairly long period of stability.• Women participate only in the SHGs they are involved. Discussions with women’s groupshighlighted that many women were not even aware of the watershed development program beingimplemented; only those whose husbands were members of the MWDA knew about it. Very fewwomen consulted their husbands before taking loans for land development. The SHGs support theinvestments in land development undertaken by their members.
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Sukhomajri watershed
Background
Sukhomajri is one of the first model watersheds in the country, which is well acclaimed for its success onseveral fronts. This watershed has attracted attention of numerous authors in understanding anddisseminating the successes. The studies were largely in the areas of key innovative processes (planning,implementation and monitoring), benefits derived and their distribution and people’s participation. Theempirical evidences from this watershed provided strong justification for expanding the investment inwatershed development in the rainfed areas. This also provided foundation for developing innovativeprocesses for the watershed development program in the country, which now commands over US$450million annually from different sources (Farrington et al. 1999, Kerr 2002).
The village Sukhomajri is located in the northwest part of India, near Chandigarh. The village had apopulation of 538 in 1976; most of them belonged to the Gujar community, which is generallyengaged in livestock activities. Crop and livestock production was the main source of livelihood.These contribute about 58% of total income from all sources. The average size of landholding wassmall (0.57 ha), with majority (71%) having land below 1 ha. The individual farmers owned about halfof the land in the village and the other half was common property land (Singh 1991). Goat rearing wascommon in the village.
The watershed project covering an area of 135 ha was started in 1975, when Sukhana lake, a publicrecreation site located in Chandigarh, was seriously confronted with the problem of upstream soilsiltation. The investigations carried out by CSWCRTI suggested that the problem originated from thevillage Sukhomajri, which was located 15 km upstream from the lake. The hillside of the village wasdenuded and highly eroded. A project was jointly developed by the CSWCRTI and the Governmentof Haryana to stop the siltation into the Sukhana lake. The project was fully funded by the FordFoundation and the CSWCRTI, Chandigarh (headquarters in Dehradun) took the lead in planning,execution, monitoring and evaluation of the project. The major components of the watershedprogram were: (i) rainwater harvesting and recycling, construction of three earthen dams with a totalstorage capacity of 20 ha-m, and underground PVC pipe to irrigate winter crop; (ii) demonstration ofimproved crop production technologies; and (iii) rehabilitation of hilly catchment area withmechanical (gully plugs, trench, etc) and vegetative measures like planting of trees and grasses(Ram Babu et al. 1997). The unique feature of the project was that the villagers were involved inlocating appropriate sites for check-dams and gully plugs. Check-dams and gully plugs wereconstructed in community lands at different levels to control soil erosion and conserve rain andnatural stream water.
Processes of watershed management
The watershed witnessed complete transformation because every community action paid high privatedividends. It was possible because concerted efforts were made to involve effective participation oflocal community for managing common property resources besides physical construction forconserving soil and water. Initially, the Water Users’ Association was formed, which was laterconverted to ‘Hill Resource Management Society’ (HRMS). The concept of developing the HRMSwas to: (i) enhance crop and livestock productivity; (ii) promote equitable distribution of benefits;and (iii) effective resource conservation. The project was viewed as the beginning of people’sparticipation in preservation of environment and management of common property resources. The
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HRMS was responsible to develop mechanism for equal benefit sharing. The harvested rainwater wasshared equally by all families (including landless laborers), irrespective of the land ownership. All themembers were given the right to sell water at a specific rate to any farmer in the village. Those havingno land or tiny pieces of land were selling their share to other farmers. A good network of irrigationpipes was developed for water distribution. Similarly, each family was allowed to collect grass andfodder from the community land. The HRMS decided to conserve the grasses and protect the forest.The conservation and higher production of grasses increased the income through the sale of babbargrass to the paper mill and raised milk production with the availability of mungri grass as fodder to thefarmers. Revenue generated from the sale of grasses was used for repair and maintenance of thecheck-dams, gully plugs and water distribution network. Forestland was least disturbed by allowingone head load of fuel daily to each family. The success has led to replication of the model in the stateof Haryana. The Haryana Government under a centrally sponsored scheme known as ‘Operation SoilWatch’ till 1986 and later from 1987 onwards by itself replicated the model in 60 villages in Shivalikhills. Until 1996, Haryana Forest Department built 102 dams covering 60 villages. The Governmentalso promulgated the ‘Joint Forest Management Policy’ to protect, conserve and share forest benefitsthrough participatory institutions.
Benefits from watershed development
The benefits were substantial in different forms. The foremost was soil conservation. The siltation inthe Sukhana lake declined by 95% in 1980; it saved Chandigarh US$200,000 annually used forregular repair and maintenance. The effective people’s participation came as a consequence ofnumerous private benefits to the villagers due to conservation measures. Within the village, theregeneration of grasses and trees contributed in improving the irrigation water availability, whichintensified cropping patterns, and expanded the livestock enterprise. The regeneration of grassesincreased from 40 kg ha-1 in 1976 to 3 t ha-1 in 1992 (Arya and Samra 2001). The number of trees alsoincreased from mere 13 ha-1 in 1976 to 1292 ha-1 in 1992. Mungri and babbar grasses were commonin the village. While the former was used for livestock in the village, the latter was sold to a paperindustry located in Yamunanagar (approximately 100 km away from the project site). The decision ofall villagers to stop animal grazing and strictly follow stall-feeding has dramatically changed thelivestock production and management pattern. The goats disappeared (declined from 246 in 1976 to10 in 1986 and none in 2002) (Arya and Samra 2001), while buffaloes for milk became the principalsource of income generation. Their number increased to 291 in late 1990s from 79 in 1975. Milkproduction has remarkably increased from 334 L day-1 in 1977 to 2200 L day-1 in late 1990s due toshift in animal composition from sheep and goat to buffaloes, availability of grasses and bettermanagement. Cropping pattern has also shifted in favor of maize, wheat and vegetables with theavailability of water. These together substantially raised the income of the villagers.
Threat to sustainability of watershed
The Sukhomajri model demonstrated that watershed programs can be sustainable through people’sparticipation. Regular availability of water, fodder and fuel motivated the community to participate ina collective mode. The society was sharing benefits of conserving rainwater, grasses, fodder and fuel.The project performed well until 1997–98, when two new developments threatened thesustainability of the watershed. These were: (1) the government’s new scheme of sharing the benefits;and (2) absence of market for babbar grass as the paper mill changed technology in favor ofeucalyptus. These developments have resulted in fall in total profit from Rs 30663 in 1997–98 to
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Rs 7784 in 1998–99 (Arya and Samra 2001). Since the forest department owned the forest area, themechanism of sharing benefit between government and the society was also developed. The ForestDepartment leased the fodder grass and babbar grass from the forestland to HRMS on the basis ofaverage auction rates of the past three years. It was mutually agreed that every year lease amountwould be raised by 7.5%. The society’s profit was drawn from the sale of the fodder and babbar grass(less the lease amount paid to the Government). Under the new profit sharing system, the HaryanaForest Department was to retain 25% and remaining 75% was to be given to the community. The 75%amount was further divided as 10% for kalyan kosh (village welfare activities), 30% plow back and60% to the HRMS. Computing the shares, it was estimated that the village was left with only 45% ofwhat was earned through the sale of fodder, grasses and timber compared to 100% less the leaseamount prior to 1997–98. Since 1993–94, the Government of Haryana also imposed a sales tax at therate of 8.8% and income tax at the rate of 15% on sale of grasses. Since the profit of the HRMS hassubstantially fallen, the investment in repair of the dams and other structures has virtually stopped;this has adversely affected rainwater conservation in the reservoirs. The ultimate effect was non-availability of water to the members for irrigation. Such a policy change by the state government hasaffected the sustainability of not only the Sukhomajri watershed but also all those watersheds, whichwere developed on similar patterns in Haryana.
Another reason that has posed a serious threat to the sustainability of the watershed is the technologyconversion by the paper mill from grass to eucalyptus. To improve the quality and cost-effectiveness,the paper industry has changed grass-based technology to wood-based technology. Eucalyptus is afast-growing tree, which is invariably used by the paper industry. With this change, the paper mill isnot buying the grass from the villagers. There is very little sale of the grass for rope making, which isnot remunerative. In the absence of any remunerative market for the grass, the society is unable to payeven the lease amount to the Forest Department.
The following lessons are drawn from the success and the emerging difficulties controllingSukhomajri:
• Community participation in planning, execution and management is a precondition for the successof the watershed. The entire village society was empowered to take decision on various aspects,including that of sharing benefits.• The benefits of the conservation measures should be sufficiently high and fairly distributed.• The watershed activities must be backed-up by assured prices and appropriate marketarrangements for the resulting goods and services produced.• The flexibility in changing enterprise portfolio should be quick with changing technology in primaryand secondary sectors.• The Government policies need to be favorable and induce society to conserve natural resources.
The Sukhomajri model was replicated in 60 villages in the Shivalik range by the Department ofForest, Government of Haryana. Majority of the watershed followed the same model of participationand benefit sharing. The emergence of the two problems, market of babbar grass and the governmentpolicies of sharing benefits with the community, has threatened the viability and sustainability of thewatershed development in the Shivalik range.
ICAR model watershed
The ICAR launched few watersheds as action and research project under its ORP. The aim was to testand demonstrate the improved technologies in actual farm conditions. The main focus was
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dissemination of new information to the farming community. An example of Fakot watershed isdiscussed11.
Background
Fakot watershed is in Dehradun district, which is located in the western lower and middle Himalayasof Uttaranchal. It has an area of 370 ha covering 8 hamlets with a population of 912 in 1975. Thebaseline information revealed that the region was severely prone to the degradation of ecosystem,dominated by the resource-poor and poverty-stricken inhabitants and deprived of basic minimuminfrastructure, like road, markets, power, etc. Agriculture was largely dominated by women folk asthe men were forced to migrate in search of jobs to other parts of the country. Tiny and fragmentedlandholdings, massive unemployment, acute poverty and severe degradation of natural resources wereposing challenge to the sustainability of agriculture.
To conserve soil, water and biodiversity, augment farm income, and generate employmentopportunities, the concept of watershed was introduced in Fakot watershed in 1975. The project wasconceived, developed, executed, monitored and evaluated by CSWCRTI, Dehradun. The purposewas to demonstrate the technologies that raise farm income through conserving soil, water andbiodiversity and involving the beneficiaries. The project was started in 1974–75, initially funded bythe Ford Foundation, with seed money of US$50000. Later, the project was financially supportedthrough the ORP of the CSWCRTI.  The watershed is located in the hilly terrain (slope 72%) withelevation ranging between 650 m and 2015 m above mean sea level. The watershed receives annualrainfall ranging from 1500 to 2600 mm. The size of landholding was too low (0.85 ha per household),with about 4–5 parcels distributed around 1–1.5 km distance. The majority of the farmers were poorand in debt. The crop and livestock production was at subsistence level to meet food security. Therewas not enough marketable surplus. The principal sources of income were wage earning, remittancesby migrants, business and non-farm labor.
Rainfall and perennial natural streams were the important sources of water for agriculture, livestockand domestic purposes. Almost 42% of the rainfall was lost as surface runoff before implementationof the watershed. Similarly, the water in the perennial natural stream was lost and not effectively useddue to erratic supply. The watershed was developed as per the farmers’ preferences and prioritieswith refinement of indigenous technologies and as a resource sharing pattern. Participation of localbeneficiaries was ensured in problem identification, determining solutions, implementing, andmonitoring and evaluation. Project staff facilitated the execution of decisions jointly taken up by thebeneficiaries. Bio-engineering structures for agricultural and non-agricultural lands were installed atappropriate places by involving the community. Seed money funded by the Ford Foundation was usedfor all engineering and bio-structures in agricultural and non-agricultural lands. The watershed planswere developed by the CSWCRTI in consultation with the community after several rounds of jointmeetings. In the agricultural lands, the bio-engineering structures included construction of check-dams, guhls (water channels), bench terraces and vegetative barriers. In the rainfed areas, the farmersdid not consider terracing profitable; therefore, these were leveled gradually. In the non-agriculturalland, the measures included diversion drains, contour trenches, gully or nala plugs, retention of wallsand vegetative cover to check roadside erosion. The aim was to conserve soil and water resources byutilizing maximum rain and natural stream water to enhance agricultural productivity. Besides thesemeasures, improved cropping systems, agricultural technologies (including high-yielding varieties of
11. This section heavily draws from Dhyani et al. (1997).
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suggested crops and fertilizer application) and management practices were developed anddemonstrated by CSWCRTI to the farmers. The CSWCRTI paid for the cost of demonstration underthe ORP. There was an understanding with the farmer that they will adopt the technologycomponents from their own resources. The technologies included combination of erosion control andleguminous crops to improve soil fertility. Pulses (lentil and chickpea), horticultural crops (mango,citrus, jack fruit, banana, apple, apricot, peach, pear, walnut and plum) and farm forestry (Grewiaoptiva, Celtis australis, Bauhinia retusa, Dalbergia sisoo, Eucalyptus hybrid, Leucaena leucocephala)were also included in the cropping system with the twin objectives of improving soils and enhancingfarm income. Mandua, jhingora and wheat were the principal crops in rainfed areas, while rice andwheat were important in the irrigated areas. The yield levels were too low. For example, the averagewheat yield was 895 kg ha-1, ranging from 600–650 kg ha-1 in rainfed areas to 900–950 kg ha-1 inirrigated areas. The yields of mandua and jhingora were less than 500 kg ha-1, which were less thanone-third of the national yield levels.
Processes of watershed development
The watershed development was a success due to involvement of farmers and local community inplanning, implementation and management. Educational tours for the farmers were organized to visitthe CSWCRTI for demonstrating to the farmers the modern technologies and their potential.Initially, the workers from the local community were hired as wage laborers for construction of thebio-physical measures. Informal farmers’ groups were constituted for managing the natural resources.There were no formal arrangements for bringing people together. In this watershed common interestpoints among the beneficiaries were identified. They were asked to form their own groups with ownrules, norms, etc to manage the resource effectively. Water harvesting and distribution was the entrypoint in the watershed. The common interest groups were for water harvesting, recycling, foddersupply, fruit and vegetable cultivation, etc. These groups were formed after the financial withdrawalfrom the project. This arrangement was unlike other watersheds, where one body of watershedbeneficiaries was formed to manage resources.
Several smaller groups were formed having common interest. These smaller groups, consisting of 8–10 families depending on water from the check-dams, worked together for their cleaning, repair andmaintenance. Since check-dams were constructed on the natural water stream, the flow of water wasregular. The excess water of natural streams confluences in the river at the downstream. Therefore,water supply was sufficient and regular. The conflicts were rare for irrigating crops but resolvedamicably. The informal groups were related to water management, pasture development,afforestation and promotion of horticultural crops. With the passage of time new groups are comingup. For example, the Thrift SHGs were recently formed for saving and integrated pest management(IPM) clubs for promoting bio-pesticides to minimize pesticide residues in vegetables.
The success of the watershed has induced adoption of similar models in surrounding areas. The wholeregion has been converted into a vegetable and fruit belt with surplus milk collected by few middlemen.The success was due to the adoption of soil and water conservation practices, which raised yields of high-value crops. Individual farmers got tangible benefits, which were realized in the form of raisingagricultural productivity, food security and income rather than controlling land degradation. Regularavailability of water and markets facilitated the process. As transformation progressed the importance ofagriculture in rural livelihoods improved. The rural households were well integrated with the marketsystem due to rising demand for vegetables, fruits, milk, etc and the increased value of vegetable cropsprovided strong incentives to invest in agriculture in some areas. Market access for vegetables and
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proximity to urban center was responsible for such a transformation. Nearest markets were availableapproximately 10 km away from the watershed area. Markets were also available in Dehradun andHaridwar at a distance of about 50 km. In few cases, contractual arrangements were made for sale offlowers in Delhi market. Boyd and Slaymaker (2000) reported similar observations in Burkina Faso andNigeria. Another important reason for the success was continuous flow of new information andimproved technologies by CSWCRTI. The institute is regularly monitoring technical, hydrological andsocioeconomic changes by posting two regular technical personnel in the village. These also act asextension agents and disseminate improved technologies.
Water is a binding force for the farmers to work together for regular repair and maintenance of thecheck-dams. Market opportunities induced to cultivate high-value crops, which require regular waterfor irrigation.
Benefits of watershed
The benefits of the watershed activities were quite impressive; increased water availability as a resultof check-dams and nala plugs was important. Availability of water was responsible for shift incropping pattern from coarse cereals (mandua and jhingora) to superior cereals (rice, wheat andmaize), legumes and vegetable crops. The yield levels of different crops increased phenomenally:maize from 530 to 1480 kg ha-1; paddy from 298 to 878 kg ha-1; wheat from 896 to 1550 kg ha-1; andchickpea from 327 to 693 kg ha-1. Yield levels of important crops before and after (exit time)watershed development are given in Table 11. The cropping intensity increased from 111% in 1983/84 to 130% in 1994/95 due to the introduction of new cropping systems and availability of water(Table 12). The area under wheat and mustard increased from 12 ha in 1988/89 to 49 ha in 1994/95)and summer cropping started since 1993 by cultivation of summer maize and mung bean. About one-fourth of the watershed area, which used to be single cropped in 1983/84, was double cropped.
The watershed witnessed sea change from a high subsistence-based system into a commercial andmarket-responsive system. The millets (mandua and jhingora) were gradually replaced by rice, wheat
Table 11. Changes in yield levels of important crops in Fakot watershed area, Dehradun, India1.

Yield (kg ha–1)
Crop Variety Before After Increase (%) in yield
Kharif seasonMaize Ganga-2 530 1480 179.2Pigeonpea Local/T-15-15 465 1245 167.7Paddy Local/Jaya 298 878 194.6Cotton H-6 489 924 89.0
Rabi seasonWheat Kalyansona, Lok-1, 896 1550 73.0SonalikaChickpea Local 365 775 112.3Mustard T-59 327 693 111.9
Summer seasonMaize Local/Ganga-2 – 935 –Mung bean K-851 – 827 –
1. Before watershed development in 1983/84 and after watershed development in 1994/95.Source: Dhyani et al. (1997).
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Table 12. Changes in important indicators in Fakot watershed area, Dehradun, India.
Indicator 1974 1983/84 1994/95
Irrigated area (ha) 11.8 23 25Cropping intensity (%) 100.0 110 130Area under horticultural crops (ha) 0.5 18 26
Source: Dhyani et al. (1997).
and maize with the availability of irrigation water. The transformation continued and the watershedarea was converted into a vegetable production region with tomato, cauliflower, cabbage, capsicum,chili, ginger, potato, onion, beans, etc. Few farmers have opted for floriculture (mainly Gladiolus)and cold water aquaculture. The production of millets declined annually by 697 kg while that ofvegetables increased by 34 t annually. Similarly, the non-arable land was used for fruit crops, andtheir production increased substantially. The area of fruit crops has gradually increased in thewatershed. Income from fruits, vegetables and spices continuously increased in the watershed areabecause of their area expansion and yield enhancement. Income from these three commoditygroups increased from Rs 6500 in 1974 to Rs 522,500 in 1995. Due to rising production of thesecommodities, a Farmers’ Cooperative was established in 1994 for farmers to take up horticulture asa business.
Availability of fuel, fodder and grasses increased substantially in the watershed area. Theproductivity of fodder and grasses substantially increased in the forest area due to conservationmeasures.
Composition of livestock also significantly changed. The sheep and goat, which shared about 30% intotal livestock population in 1974–75, declined to 3% in 1994–95. On the other hand, population ofbuffalo increased from 20% to 38% during the same period. Both supply- and demand-side forceswere responsible for shift in livestock composition from sheep and goat to buffaloes. On supply side,availability of quality fodder, and on demand side, growing market opportunities of milk wereimportant reasons for such a diversification. Consequently, income from livestock increased.
Such a transformation has generated significant employment opportunities in the watershed area. Theshift in the cropping pattern was from low-labor requiring crops (mandua and jhingora) to labor-intensive crops (vegetables and floriculture). This has led to decline in migration of male labor forcefrom about 27% before the watershed development to 0.7% in 1994–95. Interestingly, the principalsource of income changed from wage earners in 1974–75 to cultivation of rice-wheat in 1983–84 tovegetables and floriculture since mid-1990s. In few cases, the source of income has shifted to theservice sector as the income generated from vegetables made it possible to buy transport vehicles. Thefarm-level evaluation of the project at 8% discount rate revealed that the investments made in thewatershed activities were rewarding with a benefit-cost ratio of 1.93:1.
Lessons learned
The lessons for the success of the watershed program in this area are as follows:
• Confluence of interest stimulated community to participate in managing natural resources. Waterand pasture brought the community together.• Regular flow of technology has substantially raised the farm income through diversification in favorof high-value commodities. Initially, the availability of improved technology of rice, wheat, maizeand pulses, and later of vegetables and floriculture augmented the income from agriculture.
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• Easy access of market stimulated farmers to diversify agriculture in favor of high-valuecommodities. The nearest markets for vegetables in Dehradun and Haridwar, and market forfloriculture in Delhi led farmers to harness the potential of soil and water conservation measures.
Consortium model watershed: Adarsha watershed
Andhra Pradesh accorded high priority to the watershed program. It is reckoned that sustainedimprovement in the quality of life, especially for the rural poor, depends on efficient management andrenewal of natural resources. Watershed program is considered to successfully harmonize the use ofwater, soil, forest and pasture resources, particularly in the rainfed areas of the state to raiseagricultural productivity. The watershed program in the state is envisaged as a great opportunity forimproving the productivity, profitability and sustainability of dry farming areas through socialmobilization. Water resource development, management, harvesting and equity in sharing form thenucleus of watershed development (Government of Andhra Pradesh 2001). With assured availabilityof water, farmers become motivated to accept more profitable, sustainable and innovative farmingsystems. Watershed development is a promising solution for water-scarce areas as well as for areaswhere water requirement is high. It reduces vulnerability to drought and mitigates the distress causedby frequent droughts. To have better results from investment in watershed program, the stategovernment adopted the Rao Committee recommendations submitted to the Government of India inimplementing watershed development programs since 1995–96. This includes the organizationalstructure at state, district and local level. The purpose is to interface government machinery andbeneficiaries, decentralize decision-making authorities and make all the stakeholders moreaccountable.
A major program for development of all the degraded lands in the state over 10 years was launchedduring 1997 as the 10-Year Perspective Plan. The action plan for development includes wetlands,degraded lands (ie, drylands which are being cultivated under rainfed conditions) and degradedreserve forests. It is envisaged that the plan would offer a sustainable opportunity to increase growth,reduce poverty and conserve water. Under the 10-Year Perspective Plan of watershed developmentaiming at developing 10 million ha from 1997 to 2007, 3.16 million ha land is under treatment bytaking up 7135 watershed projects. The target is that every year 1 million ha area would be broughtunder the watershed program. So far 5472 watersheds covering an area of 2.736 million ha  (Table 13)with an investment of Rs 5800 million using participatory approaches have been taken up. Over 0.2million ha of watersheds were being treated under the Integrated Wastelands DevelopmentProgramme.
In the following section, we discuss a case study from Adarsha watershed, Kothapally in AndhraPradesh. The basis of selecting this watershed was that it was functioning in an integrated consortium
Table 13. Watershed development in Andhra Pradesh, India.
Year No. of watersheds Area (million ha)
1995–96 687 0.3441996–97 94 0.0471997–98 628 0.3141998–99 2759 1.3791999–2000 1092 0.5462000–01 212 0.106Total 5472 2.736
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approach, where different research institutions, NGOs and community were participating inplanning, implementing and management of watershed activities.
Background
The Adarsha watershed is an innovative farmer participatory integrated watershed managementmodel. It is located in Kothapally village, Shankarpally mandal in Ranga Reddy district of AndhraPradesh. It was in operation since 1998. It covers about 465 ha and has medium to shallow blacksoils, with a depth of 30–90 cm. The slope is 2–2.2%. Rainfall is intermediate (800 mm). Thereare 274 families in the watershed with a population of 1492 (Shiferaw et al. 2002). Majority ofthe farmers (70%) are smallholders having less than 2 ha land. The main purpose was to improverainfed agricultural production through watershed development, and to reduce poverty offarmers through increased systems’ productivity through sustainable use of natural resources.The unique feature of this watershed was that it followed the consortium approach. The purposeof developing a consortium was to provide technical backstopping of the on-farm watersheds, anddraw expertise from different international, national, government organizations and NGOs.  Theconsortium members were: ICRISAT, CRIDA, National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA), MVenkatarangaiah Foundation (MVF), an NGO, DPAP of the State Government, and communityin the watershed.
The watershed area was characterized as rainfed, low productivity, negligible irrigated area, withoutany water harvesting structure. ICRISAT and CRIDA provided technical support, DPAP providedfinancial support, and the NGO mobilized the community for collective action. Several forms oftechnological interventions were made. These are related to: (i) soil and water conservation;(ii) integrated nutrient management; (iii) IPM; (iv) improved cropping system; and (v) wastelanddevelopment. Technologies for soil and water conservation included earthen and masonry check-dams, gully control structures, gabion structure, broad-bed and furrow, use of tropicultor forplanting, fertilizer application and interculture operations, field bunding and plantation ofGliricidia on the field bunds. Integrated nutrient management included vermicomposting, soilincorporation of Gliricidia and nutrient budgeting. Pheromone traps, nuclear polyhedrosis virus(NPV) and indigenous measures were used for IPM to reduce the consumption of chemicals. Newcropping systems like sorghum and maize intercropping with pigeonpea and chickpea wereintroduced. Afforestation was done for development of the wastelands.
To plan, implement and execute various activities few committees were formed as per the newguidelines of the Ministry of Agriculture. These are democratically elected committees whichincluded: (i) Watershed Committee consisting of a president, secretary and 270 farmers; (ii) WAconsisting of a chairman, secretary and 8 members; (iii) women SHGs for vermicomposting consistingof 15 members in each group; (iv) UGs for water harvesting structures; and (v) SHGs to undertakewatershed development activities. Constitution of SHGs was critical in the success of watersheddevelopment. The support for watershed development has been routed through the SHGs of thepoor to ensure that the work taken up is demand driven and based on their needs, thereby ensuringbetter targeting of the interventions in favor of the poor. Capacity building was considered animportant component for the success of the watershed. Therefore, farmers were trained on severalaspects of integrated watershed development by ICRISAT, CRIDA, MVF and the DPAP staff.Important components of integrated watershed development were: (i) soil and water conservationtechnologies; (ii) IPM; (iii) vermicompost; (iv) use of tropicultor; and (v) improved varieties of maize,pigeonpea, chickpea and sorghum.
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New integrated watershed management model
Based upon the previous experience on watershed research and development, the concept of the newintegrated watershed management model was adopted in Adarsha watershed, Kothapally. Theimportant features of this model are as follows (Wani et al. 2002a):
• The model involves participation of beneficiaries through cooperative mode, and not throughcontractual mode.• Instead of replicating different components, it uses new science tools for management andmonitoring of the watershed.• The focus is to improve the livelihoods of the people through a holistic system’s approach ratherthan merely addressing soil and water conservation.• A consortium of various institutions is formed for facilitating technical backstopping, motivatingbeneficiaries, and arranging inputs and output markets.• The model minimizes free supply of inputs for undertaking evaluation of technologies. It is basedon farmers’ participatory research principle.• It recommends low-cost soil and water conservation measures and structures and amalgamatestraditional indigenous knowledge with the new knowledge for efficient management of naturalresources.• It takes care of maximizing private benefits by emphasizing more use of individual farmer-basedconservation measures for raising productivity in individual farms along with community-based soiland water conservation measures.• It evolves a dynamic framework of continuous monitoring and evaluation by the stakeholders.• It empowers individuals in the watershed and strengthens village institutions for managing thewatershed program.
Benefits of watershed development
The watershed activities yielded promising results despite drought conditions during the last twoyears. The benefits were documented in the form of: (i) improved groundwater levels; (ii) reducedrunoff from 12% to 6%; (iii) reduced soil loss to <1 t ha-1; (iv) increased crop yields; (v) higher incomefrom new cropping systems; and (vi) improved greenery in the watershed area (Wani et al. 2002b).Water was the catalyst for improving the crop yields and enhancing farm income, which was due tosoil and water conservation measures. Adoption of improved cropping systems and crop varietiesbenefited farmers near the check-dams more than those located far away. Availability of waterinduced adoption of improved varieties and technologies. Availability of water has also led to theadoption and spread of value-added activities such as horticulture. Area under vegetables increasedfrom 40 ha in 1998 to 60 ha in 2001. Area under maize has increased three times from 60 ha in 1998to 180 ha in 2001. A similar trend was observed in pigeonpea. Maize/pigeonpea and sorghum/pigeonpea have emerged as new cropping systems, which utilized the land for a longer time periodmost effectively. Cotton crop area in the watershed reduced to 100 ha in 2001 as compared to 200 hain 1998. Wani et al. (2002a, 2003) reported that despite drought conditions in 1999, yield of maizeincreased to 3.25 t ha-1 in 1999 and 3.75 t ha-1 in 2000 from 1.5 t ha-1 in 1998 (Table 14). Similarly,yield of intercropped pigeonpea went up to 0.64 t ha-1 in 1999 and 0.94 t ha-1 in 2000 from only 0.19t ha-1 in 1998. Sole sorghum yield went up from mere 1.07 t ha-1 in 1998 to 3.05 t ha-1 in 1999 and3.17 t ha-1 in 2000. Yield levels were also substantially higher under farmers’ practices. Thus bothavailability of water and improved technologies contributed to such an impressive increase in the yieldof different crops.
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The watershed is only five years old and started yielding high dividends. However, two aspects may beadded in the project for deriving benefits in a sustainable way. First, the watershed committees needto evolve participatory mechanism for cleaning and maintaining the check-dams. The assumption isthat the village organizations will be capable of maintaining both on-going and new activities when thePIA and other organizations withdraw. However, voluntary work (shramdan) is being considered forcleaning and maintenance of the check-dams. The example given is the successful voluntary workprogram for eradication of Parthenium weed.  It would be appropriate that post-project processes areevolved for the sustainability of the watershed. Second, the watershed consortium may also includeone private company or cooperative for strengthening linkage between production and marketing forhigh-value commodities like vegetables, milk, etc. There are some examples of contract farming andcooperatives in vegetables, poultry, dairy, oilseeds and wheat that have benefited farmers by ensuringmarkets and remunerative prices. Such arrangements also minimize the market and price riskparticularly vegetables, milk, poultry, etc.
Lessons learned
Lessons drawn from the success of the watershed are as follows:
• Consortium approach consisting of research organizations, NGO, government departments andfarmers used synergies from each other to effectively plan, implement and monitor the watershed.This model needs to be replicated in other watersheds for their success.• The program resulted in tangible economic benefits to individual farmers through improved soil,water and nutrient management options on their lands.• Participatory planning with the community for deciding the location of the check-dams benefitedmore number of farmers.• Most of the check-dams are located in the government land and degraded private land. Since noprivate cultivable land was used for constructing check-dams, there was no conflict arising amongthe farming community.• Adoption of improved technologies (varieties, machines, vermicomposting, water management,etc) substantially raised crop yields and augmented farm income. Improved varieties were sold tothe farmers and machine (tropicultor) was available on rent in the village, which was extensivelyused by the farmers. The farmers expressed that row-sowing and fertilizer application withtropicultor contributed to higher crop yields.• The principle of “No free rides” for new technology evaluations changed farmers’ attitude towardsthe project and increased their attention and participation over time.• Women SHGs were engaged in preparing vermicompost. The activity has become an important
Table 14. Crop yields in Adarsha watershed, Kothapally, Andhra Pradesh, India.

Yield (t ha-1)
Crop 1998 (baseline) 1999 2000
Sole maize 1.50 3.25 3.75Intercropped maize (farmers’ practice) – 2.70 2.79Intercropped pigeonpea (farmers’ practice) 0.19 0.64 0.94Sole sorghum 1.07 3.05 3.17Intercropped sorghum – 1.77 1.94
Source: Wani et al. (2002b).
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source of their income. It is not only raising income of women groups but also improving soilfertility at least cost, augmenting crop yields and reducing unit cost of production.
This approach may have limitations because the international and national research institutionscannot participate in all the watershed projects in the country. Research cost of internationalinstitutions is too high and participation in all watershed programs is beyond the scope of theirmandate. They may develop a model to show how different organizations should function in awatershed. They may play the role of facilitator. The question is who will take this role in the absenceof international institutions. The answer is very difficult at this stage. National research institutionscan play that role to some extent but their limited resources constrain them to participate in all thewatershed projects. At this stage, under the present government structure and the role of NGOs, noagency is visible that can substitute the role of international and national research institutions asfacilitator to encourage watershed in a consortium approach. The Kothapally watershed shouldanswer this question of finding a suitable facilitating institution through scaling up process for wideradoption of the consortium model for watershed management.
Lessons Drawn for the Success of Watershed Development
Historical evidences of watershed development programs provide useful information for futureplanning. There is increasing evidence on factors determining the success and sustainability of thewatershed management programs in the country. This section uses the information collated from thecase studies, supplemented by results from earlier studies, to draw lessons for targeting futurewatershed management programs in the country. Depending upon the objectives and local needs,different watershed programs stress different aspects of watershed development. The success of theinterventions in terms of environmental recovery and/or improving livelihoods also varies dependingon the balance and attention given to the different components. Some programs give greater emphasisto development of land and water resources, while others stress promotion of better agronomicpractices and input use, or building and strengthening local-level institutions for better managementof resources and effective participation of the community. We compared the different case studiesusing qualitative ordinal scales along the following major components of a holistic and integratedapproach to watershed management (Oikos and IIRR 2000):
• Simultaneous development of land, water and biomass (because of the symbiotic relationshipbetween them)• Integrated farming systems• Catering to the fuel, fodder and food requirements of people and livestock• Ensuring environmental sustainability along with economic viability (through the promotion oflow-cost technologies)• Improving land productivity through the promotion of better agronomic practices and input use• Creation of non-farm employment (either to release population pressures on land, or to createemployment for the landless households)• Development of local institutions (for future management using participatory approaches andcapacity building)• Cost sharing by the community• Addressing equity issues among the households in the watershed
The comparative results for the selected watershed management programs in relation to the prioritygiven to various components of integrated watershed management is presented in Table 15. The
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Table 15. Priority given to various components of integrated watershed management in thedifferent programs identified for the study1.
Activity RGWM AGY MYRADA Sukhomajri ICAR ICRISAT
Simultaneous development of High High High High High Highland, water and biomass
Integrated farming systems Limited Limited Limited High High High
Catering to fuel, fodder High High High High High Moderateand food requirementsof people and livestock
Ensuring environmental High Limited High Limited Limited Limitedsustainability along witheconomic viability (throughthe promotion of low-costtechnologies)
Improving land productivity Limited Limited High High High Highthrough the promotion ofbetter agronomic practicesand input use
Creation of non-farm Low Low Limited Low Low Lowemployment
Development of local High High High High Limited Limitedinstitutions
Cost sharing Limited (as Limited2 (as High Limited3 High Limited per norms)  per norms)
Addressing equity issues High High High High Limited Limited
1. RGWM = Rajiv Gandhi Watershed Mission; AGY = Adarsh Gaon Yojana (Model Village Project); ICAR = Indian Council ofAgricultural Research; ICRISAT = International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics.2. Under the Guidelines for Watershed Development, 1994 and revised 2000, Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India,landowners have to contribute 10% of the cost of work done on their private lands and the community has to contribute 5% of thecosts incurred on common lands.3. Initially the project supported the activities; after the project was over, the community has been meeting all costs from the revenuegenerated from the project.
analysis shows the emphasis given to the different components in the program and not the degree ofimpact of these components. The latter is difficult to measure based on this kind of methodology. Itis interesting to note how the different watershed management approaches differ in terms ofcreating economic opportunities to the poor, enhancing environmental sustainability andmobilization of local communities and resources. Watershed development programs that givegreater emphasis to cater to the needs of the people, and to develop local institutions are morelikely to address social and equity issues and strengthen local institutions and their linkages toexternal organizations. The major implications of these results and broad lessons are presented inthe following section.
People’s participation
People’s participation in watershed planning, implementation, monitoring, execution andmanagement is as vital as the scientific input in deciding the technology intervention  (Deshpande andRatna Reddy 1991). People’s participation is critical for the success of the watershed program becausethe sum of individual choices has collective consequences on management of natural resources.
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Insufficient participation leads to inadequate watershed management of an agricultural parcel (orpiece of land), and to environmental degradation, while sufficient participation yields benefits in theform of reduced erosion and increased productivity (White and Runge 1994). In communityparticipation people act collectively and influence the outcomes. Collective action in watersheddevelopment is necessary because many activities require coordination between neighbors and amongmembers of the community. Participation in watershed development program requires that theimplementing organization does not follow a blueprint for development but involves the communitiesin analyzing soil and water conservation problems and identifying strategies to alleviate them. Forsuccess of this type of participation, three aspects are critical: (1) the ability of members toparticipate as a community or to have a collective voice; (2) decision made jointly by the communityand implementing organizations; and (3) communities bearing a share of costs.
In most of the case studies discussed earlier, people’s participation in planning, implementation andmanagement was an important factor for the success of watershed management projects. People’sparticipation was rated very high in Sukhomajri watershed, MYRADA watersheds and AGY and highin ICAR model and integrated consortium model. The watershed programs under these models areconsidered successful. On the other hand, community participation, cooperation and trust were quitelow in the watershed studied under RGWM. It was noted that though there is strong political will tointensify the watershed program, the community does not show feeling of ownership for the project.Since efforts at community mobilization have been inadequate, people were less willing to cooperateand resolve conflicts in ways that would benefit the community.
Effective people’s participation
It is clear that one of the important precondition for the success of the watershed is effective people’sparticipation. More success was achieved where smaller, homogeneous groups were formed. In suchcases interests of marginalized groups were better represented. In most WAs that were large andheterogeneous, the interests of poor are marginalized while the interests of the dominant groups areaddressed. Equity considerations are also better achieved through smaller groups.
The evidence revealed that lack of people’s participation is often responsible for the failure of thewatershed program. Even the Mid-Term Appraisal conducted by the Ministry of Agriculture,Government of India revealed that projects have failed to attain sustainability because of failure ofgovernment agencies to involve the people (Government of India 2001c).
A number of international studies on managing natural resources also highlighted similar observations.A major reason for poor performance is inadequate orientation towards clients and inadequateparticipation by them in the design and implementation; also, the public sector has generally notperformed well in difficult areas (Farrington and Thiele 2000). Earlier results of meta analysis in Indiabased on 310 watershed studies have supported these evidences and showed that the benefits werehighest in the watersheds where people’s participation was high (Joshi et al. 2000) (Table 16). Thebenefit-cost ratio was much higher (2.4) in watersheds where people’s participation was high incomparison to the watersheds with low participation (1.24). Equally important is the typology of thebeneficiaries coming together for sustainable management of the watershed.
The key issue is: Why and under what circumstance do people voluntarily come together to managewatershed management programs? The obvious reason may be to maximize their revealed preferencesand minimize their private costs. The following section discusses this aspect based on the lessonsdrawn from the case studies and experiences from other watersheds.
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Table 16. Summary of efficiency, equity and sustainability gains from watershed development.
Per capita income of the region1

Benefit Indicators Sample High Medium Low
Efficiency Benefit-cost ratio 128 1.98 (16.86) 2.21 (12.28) 2.46 (7.73)
Equity Employment 39 132.01 (4.14) 161.44 (5.29) 175.00 (4.66)(person-days ha-1 yr-1)
Sustainability Irrigated area 97 40.34 (9.73) 23.01 (6.24) 36.88 (4.19)

Cropping intensity (%) 115 77.91 (8.67) 36.92 (11.99) 86.11 (7.64)
Rate of runoff (%) 36 –12.38 (5.31) –15.82 (3.39) –15.43 (6.01)
Soil loss (t ha-1 yr-1) 51 –0.82 (40.32) –0.88 (37.55) –0.69 (4.60)
Extent of people’s participation High High Low

1. Figures in parentheses are the t-values to test of H0 = Indicator is not significantly different from zero.Source: Derived from a meta analysis of various studies (bibliography is available with the authors); Joshi et al. (2000).

Conditions for people’s participation
Traditionally, the watershed programs in the country were supply-driven. The Central and Stategovernments allocated resources for watershed development. Subsequently, the officials used toidentify locations and decide various activities for implementation. Such an approach did not matchthe needs of stakeholders in the watershed. In the absence of people’s participation, the potentialbenefits of the watershed programs could not be harnessed. Recognizing this, the Government ofIndia initiated the concept of Participatory Integrated Development of Watershed (PIDOW) in the1980s. This contributed to partial success. In due course, the people’s institutions, like Zilla Parishad(a democratically elected body in a district), SHGs and watershed implementing committees weregradually involved into the project management system. With more funds allocated for watersheddevelopment, several NGOs aggressively participated in implementing this program anddemonstrated the importance of people’s involvement in the success of watershed programs. Most ofthe arrangements were informal and varied across watersheds and implementing agencies. To make itformal, the 1994-watershed guidelines specifically included people’s involvement as one of theconditions in watershed development. It is important that people’s participation is voluntary. Onlyvoluntary (not coercionary) participation would sustain the watershed programs. It is, therefore,important to identify the conditions under which the watershed beneficiaries would involvethemselves in its implementation, both during the project tenure and in maintaining structures builtafter the project is formally over.
Broadly, there are four conditions for facilitating people’s participation: (1) making people awareabout the potential benefits of collective action in conserving and managing natural resources;(2) demand-driven activities in the watershed program; (3) empowering people in planning,implementing and managing watershed programs; and (4) sufficient private economic benefits tocreate incentives for participation.
Making people aware. The evidences from the case studies showed that people’s participation wasmore in the watersheds managed by NGOs and ICAR and in the consortium approach adopted byICRISAT as compared to those managed by the government. Government programs witnessed lowpeople’s participation. For example, in one of the case studies under the RGWM, many villagers werenot aware of the project being implemented in the village. The evidences were that the rich and the
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prosperous participated in the government programs and the large share of benefits went to them.Farrington and Lobo (1997) also noted that cases of participatory watersheds especially those managedby NGOs have become abundant. Yet they were small in scale. By contrast, many governmentsponsored approaches have expanded rapidly, but often lack the local ownership and group coherencenecessary for sustainable management of the common pool components of watersheds. Most of thewatersheds managed by NGOs and ICAR were able to convince people about the cascading effects ofwatershed development. These organizations devote substantial time to facilitate collective action.Intensive and face-to-face approaches with small and local groups facilitate the emergence of a ‘criticalconsciousness’ of wider social, economic and political conditions facing rural communities that may bearon agricultural and natural resource constraints (Farrington and Thiele 2000).
It may be noted that all the NGOs were not effective and successful in facilitating people’sparticipation. The successful NGOs are characterized by: (i) strong interest in low external-inputagriculture; (ii) ability to identify farmers’ organizations and the needs and opportunities to whichtechnologies need to be adapted; (iii) ability to identify indigenous knowledge and practices, and tohelp in negotiating how they might complement modern technologies; and (iv) awareness of the widercontext of livelihood in which initiatives toward agricultural change need to be located (Farringtonand Thiele 2000). Similarly, Kerr et al. (2000) described the following characteristics of successfulparticipatory project: (i) they devote time and resources to social organizations; (ii) they build eachgroup’s interest into the project; (iii) they work with farmers to design interventions and selecttechnologies; (iv) they chose the village, not the watershed, as the unit of implementation; (v) theyscreen for enabling conditions for the success of the watershed program; and (vi) they work incoordination with different agencies and beneficiaries. Unless these conditions are met, constructionof technical and mechanical structures per se may not lead to the success of a watershed program.
Demand-driven programs. Demand-driven watershed activities attracted higher people’sparticipation. Since there are diverse groups of beneficiaries in the watershed areas, their needscannot be overlooked. There are often reports that only influential and large farmers were involved inplanning, implementing and managing watersheds. Invariably, the small and marginal farmers areomitted. Often the women and landless laborers were silently left out of watershed-related decision-making processes. The successful watersheds involved all the stakeholders in the watersheds,including farmers, landless laborers, and women, among others to understand their needs.Unsuccessful ones involved a select group and failed to include a sizeable group. It is necessary thatneed assessment of the stakeholders should be the precondition in designing and developing thewatershed activities. Also, there is a need to stimulate confluences of interests among differentstakeholders, and search for corresponding checks and balances for their effective participation.
Empowering the community. Another important condition for people’s participation wasempowering the beneficiaries for decision-making in the watersheds. When people are empowered totake decisions and execute the activities, they own the program. They run the watershed activitiesaccording to local, social and cultural systems. The external agencies (such as the NGOs or thegovernment agencies or the research institutions) facilitate the processes that empower thecommunity in managing watersheds. For example, if the external agency promotes the decision ofsites for constructing structures, technologies, distribution of costs and benefits, etc to the people, themanagement becomes effective. It is necessary to make the decision-making process moredecentralized. In the case studies under AGY and Sukhomajri models, key decisions for physicalinterventions (for example, location of check-dams, reservoir, bunds, etc) were taken andimplemented by the community, and not by any NGO or research organization. Similarly in Adarsha
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watershed in Kothapally, participatory planning with the community for deciding location of thecheck-dams benefited more number of farmers. An interesting study from Haiti by White andRunge (1994) empirically examined the factors responsible for successful collective action in one ofthe least auspicious environments. People participate in watershed development and managementprograms if they are organized and empowered to do so. A great deal of resources are required forempowering local people and for building people-centered local institutions and organizations andlinking them to higher level of institutions engaged or interested in similar work (Singh 1991).NGOs are better oriented to enlist people’s participation and possess necessary skills and patienceto work with them. There are evidences that certain social groups have consistently beenmarginalized by watershed development projects. These include the landless, families in the upperlevels of catchment, marginalized tribal groups and women. It was suggested that unless womenplay a central role in the decision-making process, the long-term sustainability of developmentefforts is threatened. In the long-run, people’s participation can be garnered through PRIs.Decentralization of decision-making and involving PRIs would facilitate in sustaining the benefitsfrom the watershed programs.
Substantial expected gains. Notwithstanding altruistic motives, generating substantial economicgains is perhaps the most important feature that attracts society to come together and work for aspecific cause. Equity in the potential gains is the key determinant for the uniformity of interest andeffective community participation. In the selected case studies, when distribution of gains (in termsof access to water, sharing benefits from common property resources, etc) was relatively equitableamong all the stakeholders, it led to the success and sustainability of the watersheds. In the casestudies, particularly in RGWM, it was found that the mechanisms for sharing benefit were not inplace; hence, influential farmers were benefited more than the less privileged. Therefore, in thewatersheds studied under RGWM the participation of village community was quite low.
The evidences revealed that people came together for immediate and private gains rather than thelong-term social gains. As long as the collective action yielded sufficiently higher private gains, peopleparticipated actively in watershed programs. There are many conflicting objectives among thestakeholders in a watershed. Often there are problems of free riders. These arise because the benefitsare not commensurate with the cost incurred and the labor invested in the watershed activities.Sharing of benefits in accordance to the costs will go a long way in sustaining the watershed programs.Another complicating factor is how to benefit the landless, the resource poor, etc with low ability topay for the different programs.
Technology targeting
Identifying appropriate target locations and technologies for watershed management is critical for thesuccess of watershed programs. Target locations can be identified based on the potential benefits fromdifferent agro-ecoregions. In the case studies, the target locations were having different landcapability classes and slope, ranging from high hills to low hills, with annual rainfall ranging from 500to 1900 mm and housing different social classes. The case studies did not lead to any conclusion thatcould help in targeting the watershed development programs. However, results from a meta analysisbased on a large number of watershed studies (Table 16) showed that watershed interventions in low-income regions with rainfall levels ranging from 650 to 1000 mm performed better (Joshi et al. 2000).Based on the ecoregions, the same study also showed that the Western Himalayan regions and thesouthern zone of rainfed India performed relatively better than other regions. In the case studies,ICAR (Fakot) and Sukhomajri watersheds fall in Western Himalayan region, while watersheds under
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MYRADA and the consortium approach in Kothapally were in southern rainfed zone. These regionsperformed better with respect to productivity impacts than watersheds located in other regions.
The benefits (in terms of benefit-cost ratio and internal rate of return) from watershed managementprograms were higher in low (per capita income <US$300) and medium (per capita income betweenUS$300 and 500) income regions than in higher income areas (per capita income >US$500). In thelow-income regions, it seems that the beneficiaries own substantial unemployed and underemployedfamily labor, which could be used to undertake labor-intensive watershed management activities.Employment generation was also higher in watersheds located in low-income regions, where thebeneficiaries effectively participated with the government organizations and/or NGOs in variouswatershed activities. Such an approach of interfacing beneficiaries and the government organizationsand/or NGOs has a multiplier effect on returns to investment in watershed management programs.These results have a strong bearing on investment priorities for watershed programs. On thesegrounds it seems justified to prioritize states and regions falling in the low-income range and low-to-medium rainfall range in the rainfed zone.
Regarding the impacts of technologies, the case studies demonstrated that a regular flow of improvedtechnologies has generally contributed to enhancing farm incomes. Good technical support forconstruction and maintenance of structures is necessary to regenerate land and water resources, andenhance crop productivity. Periodic updating of the technologies based on market trends and userneeds is equally important for the sustainability of the watershed programs. The technologybackstopping examples are quite revealing from the watersheds largely supervised by the researchinstitutions (for example, ICAR and ICRISAT). The continuous change in the production portfolio(shift from low-value to high-value commodities) as a result of strong technology support fromresearch institutions seems to have strengthened livelihood security and increased farm incomes.
Sharing costs and benefits
Individuals must derive private tangible benefits from the watershed activities. These include raisingagricultural productivity, augmenting income, meeting food security and controlling land degradation(Boyd and Slaymaker 2000). It was noted that one of the key determinants for the success of thewatershed activities was that the expected private benefits must substantially exceed the expectedprivate costs. In many of the selected case studies, the arrangements for sharing costs and benefitsseem to have been satisfactory to the beneficiaries and encouraged them to willingly participate in thewatershed programs. Sukhomajri was a unique case where the benefits were distributed equally to allthe villagers. The benefits generated from grasses, fodder and water were equally distributed to eachhousehold in the village regardless of household size. In this scheme, the landless laborers and themarginal farmers sell the excess water to large farmers. Under such an arrangement, every householdin the watershed has the incentive to conserve grass, fodder and water. On the other hand, in thewatersheds under RGWM, benefit sharing has not been developed and only the beneficiary groupparticipates in the watershed activities. Therefore, sharing of benefits proportional to the costs will goa long way in sustaining the watershed programs. For example, in the watershed framework, thefarmers located at the upper reaches have to invest more but farmers at middle or lower reachesreceive more gains from this action (Joshi et al. 1996). A necessary condition for success is that thebenefits must commensurate costs or the benefits should be more than the costs incurred by theindividual household. Singh (1991) reported similar findings based on few watersheds in the country.The problem of sharing costs and benefits arise between upstream and downstream beneficiaries.Invariably it is observed that the benefits are relatively less for upstream beneficiaries than the
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downstream ones. The reverse is true for costs. It is therefore necessary that formal systems forsharing the benefits from collective action among the local people involved should be evolved andenforced by the people themselves supported by legal provisions or appropriate policies (Singh 1991).
Private benefits vs social benefits
Individuals always give more importance to immediate and private gains of any action and/or efforts.Less emphasis is accorded to long-term social benefits. One of the determinants for the success of thewatershed programs is that each community action must generate high private gains. In selected casestudies, the watershed development activities have contributed to increasing private gains. It wasnoted that tangible benefits from investment on common and private lands induced the community toactively participate in watershed development activities for the sustainability of the watershedproject. These were often related to higher crop yields and income. Households were not muchconcerned if soil degradation is prevented or not; their interest was to maximize crop production andincome. Individuals attach high value to private gains because agriculture is the mainstay of rurallivelihoods. Therefore, any activity that improves the quality of life would receive wholeheartedsupport. Evidences from the case studies showed that watershed activities directly benefited theindividual farmers, landless laborers and even women in most of the cases. It is therefore necessarythat appropriate arrangements be made to convert as much of collective benefits into tangible privatebenefits. This can be done through developing need-based institutional arrangements, which assessthe needs of the stakeholders in the watershed and accordingly plan distribution of benefits.Hanumantha Rao (2000) suggested that watershed programs need to be integrated with agriculturaldevelopment programs. An early integration of the interventions by the two departments, Ministry ofAgriculture and Ministry of Rural Development, in watershed areas is suggested. The programs ofthese departments intend to raise productivity and conserve natural resources, which induce farmersto sustain their efforts towards watershed development. Integration of activities across issues willenhance effectiveness and impact of the program interface through exploration of synergies.
Property rights (water vs land)
Property rights and collective action institutions fundamentally shape the outcomes of resourcegovernance (Knox and Meinzen-Dick 2001). Rights to land and water are important incentives for thehousehold to undertake private soil and water conservation investments. When rights are properlydefined and secured, there is an incentive to invest on fixed assets and optimally allocate these forenhancing input productivity and augment income. Appropriate institutional arrangements arerequired for strengthening property rights. The process of building strong property rights institutionsinvolves negotiating and defining rights, their underlying procedures, and correspondingresponsibilities.
A strong case of property right was noted in the Sukhomajri watershed project, where the rights onwater, fuel and fodder were accorded to each household in the village irrespective of land ownership.Each household was allocated equal rights on water, fuel and fodder. Even the landless laborersenjoyed such rights. The landless laborers can sell the water to any farmer at mutually agreed rates.Such arrangements provide incentives to every household (including landless labor) to conserve andjudiciously use natural resources. A similar arrangement was observed in ICAR watershed (Fakot) forfuel and fodder. In both the cases, the number of goats declined to avoid grazing, and number of cowsand buffaloes increased. On the other hand, in the absence of appropriate property rights in thewatershed under AGY, the grazing could not be controlled in the forestlands, and villagers let their
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cattle graze the regenerated grasses. It is therefore important that the interest of all households in thewatershed is protected and equal rights of regenerated natural resources are accorded to encouragethem to participate in conserving these resources.
Access to knowledge
Regular flow of information about improved technologies and markets is the key to the success ofwatershed programs. The concept of integrated genetic and natural resource management (IGNRM)is that watershed technologies should include those related to crops, grazing land, livestock andmanagement of trees (vegetation) besides soil and water management. The experiences fromICRISAT’s on-farm watersheds in Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh during 1980srevealed that continuous support for watershed development, credit supply, wheeled tool carriers andinfrastructure facilities for supply of seeds, fertilizers and information are important for the success ofthe watershed program. There is a need for strong cooperation between various stakeholders(researchers, administrators, extension workers and bankers) to enhance farmer participation and torealize the full potential of watershed-based technologies for increasing and providing the muchsought stability to agricultural production in SAT regions (Kshirsagar and Ghodake 1991). The casestudies gave a large spectrum of information on this. For example, a strong information andcommunication technology (ICT) support is provided by ICRISAT not only to Adarsha watershed(Kothapally) but also to all the watersheds located in Andhra Pradesh and other states throughdevelopment of ICT modules. The Virtual University for Semi-Arid Tropics (VUSAT) establishedrecently would go a long way in providing necessary knowledge support for watershed and otherrelated aspects of rainfed agriculture. This provides information on a wide range of issues related torainfall, crop planning, improved technology and their availability, market and price trends, etc.Farmers located in any watershed can access the required information. Such mechanisms are not inplace in other watersheds.
Lack of information has adversely affected the sustainability of the Sukhomajri watershed. The villagecommunity was ignorant about what was happening in the industry and where they were supplying rawmaterial (ie, grass) for paper manufacturing. The paper industry changed the technology from grass-based to eucalyptus-based, threatening the disposal of grasses, which was the main source of income inthe watershed. If the villagers in the watershed had information that the industry was switching-over tomore efficient technology, they could also have started cultivating eucalyptus for the industry.
These studies show that a strong network of information is necessary for the sustainability ofwatersheds. In the changing economic regime, the technologies are changing very rapidly and affectingcompetitiveness, markets, consumer preferences and prices. To sustain the watersheds, it is importantto keep pace with the changing socioeconomic patterns. The right information at the right time canhelp in developing appropriate strategy to take benefit of the changing scenario. ICRISAT has set upa unique example of linking all watersheds through satellite in Andhra Pradesh. This program is nowextended to Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. There is a need to up-scale such a program to benefitlarger target population.
Market opportunities
Access to both input and output markets is one of the most important conditions for the success of thewatershed activities. This enables beneficiaries to buy inputs and sell their produce at reasonable prices.Improved access to markets often induces farmers to diversify agriculture in favor of high-value
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commodities. The case studies have clearly brought out how availability of markets was responsible forthe sustainability of the watershed program. For example, in Fakot watershed, a perfect blending ofwater and market availability for the local produce has completely transformed the women dominatedsubsistence coarse cereal-based agriculture into a commercial and export oriented enterprise. Anotherexample is of Sukhomajri watershed, where market access for grasses in the paper industry generatedenormous profit that encouraged households to make every effort to conserve the grass in the upstreamareas of the watershed. As mentioned earlier, the marketing of grasses became a serious problem whenthe paper industry changed the technology from grass-based to eucalyptus-based system. It hasadversely affected the repair and maintenance of the Sukhomajri reservoir and surrounding watersheds.Lack of appropriate prices and markets has threatened the sustainability of the watershed. Often in thewatershed programs, conservation and production are given considerable importance than access tomarkets. Invariably, conservation, production and markets are not linked perfectly in watershedprograms. There is a need to integrate production with the market for the success of the watershedprograms. In cases where such arrangements have evolved, the watersheds often become successful.Availability of water, marketable products and markets bring the households together for collectiveaction in the watershed area. Boyd and Slaymaker (2000) have advocated a similar point and suggestedthat policy must provide market access and attractive producer prices as an important condition for thesuccess of soil and water conservation programs in Burkina Faso. They further stated that market accessexplained the difference in adoption rates between the sites in Burkina Faso. High adoption andintroduction of high-value crops was in areas with proximity to urban centers. In Uganda, the collapse ofmarkets for cash crops and general reduction in commercialization activity proved a major constraint toinvestment in agriculture and consequently soil and water conservation program (Boyd and Slaymaker2000).
Strengthening forward and backward linkages
A watershed program is not a panacea for rainfed areas. Watershed activities alone cannot meet theobjectives of augmenting production, increasing income and conserving natural resources. The successof watershed programs often relies on how strong backward (input-delivery system) and forward(postharvest system) linkages have been established. The backward linkages include credit deliverysystem, seed sector, labor markets, technology transfer mechanisms and other input delivery systems.The forward linkages include access to output markets, transport facility, agro-processing, etc. Insome of the case studies, strong linkage of watershed programs with various institutions yieldeddesired outputs. The SHGs, UGs and NGOs indeed strengthen backward and forward linkages.Effective linkages between SHGs or users’ associations and various institutions are critical in makinga watershed program a success. Presence of local processing units may add value to the local productsand further augment income of the beneficiaries.
Governance issues
Governance issues are very critical in planning, implementing and monitoring watershed activities.The governance may be effective if all watershed programs come under one umbrella. As mentionedearlier few Central Government ministries have taken up some watershed programs. It would beappropriate if all the watershed activities are consolidated under a single ministry. All watershedprograms, afforestation and soil and water conservation activities should be addressed by the singleministry for effective planning, monitoring and evaluation. Such an initiative would also avoidduplication of activities and erosion of resources.
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Within the watershed area, governance issues are important for making a sustainable program. Villagepolitics, group politics and conflict between different actors in implementing and managing thewatershed seriously affect the efficiency and sustainability of watershed investment. Boyd andSlaymaker (2000) reported that party politics could potentially undermine village unity and adverselyaffect the watershed management programs. These were corroborated by White and Runge (1994).The study revealed that most socioeconomic indicators of landholder heterogeneity (levels of wealth,age, religious preference, membership) did not constrain the emergence of collective action inwatershed development and management.
Other issues include appropriate coordination between different agencies, and improving theknowledge, capacity and skill of the community in planning, managing and developing watershedprograms. The evidences from the case studies in some of the watersheds under RGWM showed lackof sustainable institutions to sustain the work already done. Emphasis on achievements of physicaltargets has compromised the development of sustainable institutions and collective action. Thecoordination between government departments takes place through state-level mission office, butthere is no similar structure at the district level. There is a need to develop a strong cooperation amongdifferent line departments for the success of the watershed programs. A study by Singh et al. (1991)quoted one of the important reasons for poor performance of the Kandi Watershed Program in Punjabas the lack of sufficient integration and cohesiveness between the line departments. It showed thatthe project had an excellent theoretical organizational structure but lacked in execution that led tosubstantial shortfall in the economic rate of returns (8%) from the expected returns of 12 to 20% forvarious components. Similar results are reported from several watershed projects. On this issue,Yugandhar et al. (1999) noted, “… ironically, it appears that the very same factor, viz., people’sparticipation and decentralization of program administration, which accounts for the success achievedso far, is highly inadequate for sustaining this development, especially in areas where the program hasproceeded too fast by fulfilling the targets for completion of works without waiting for requiredinstitution-building and leadership formation at the grass roots level.”
Equally important is the local leadership, which plays an important role in enlisting people’sparticipation in watershed development programs by mobilizing people’s resources and energy, andby assuring the people that they would have access to benefits from their participation in collectiveaction for watershed development and that the distribution of the benefits would be fair andequitable (Singh 1991). The evidences are glaring from AGY, MYRADA and Sukhomajri thatstrong leadership motivated people to participate in the project activities. The need for developinglocal leadership is emphasized owing to the mutually conflicting interest of different groups forbuilding up institutions and evolving leadership for rallying the rural community around commoninterests with adequate stake for weaker sections (Hanumantha Rao 2000). There is a need toidentify potential leaders from the target areas and provide them adequate capacity buildingprogram in leadership and managing people in watershed development. The known leaders may beinvolved in developing leadership module and their unique qualities and approaches need to bereplicated to up-scale the watershed program. Organizations like the Institute of RuralManagement and the Indian Institute of Management may take the lead in designing and organizingsuch courses at regular intervals.
Capacity building
Capacity building for watershed development through training encompasses wide-ranging tasks suchas awareness building or imparting resource-literacy, development of technical skills, and reorienting
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motivations and attitudes of officials and political functionaries at all levels towards the need forempowering the people through decentralization (Hanumantha Rao 2000). The new guidelinesemphasized this issue. The need for training has been emphasized at different levels in hierarchy inthe government and for the PIAs, NGOs, SHGs, Watershed Committees, village volunteers andvillagers. The training program is designed for: (i) successful implementation of the watershedprojects; (ii) understanding various aspects of the watershed developments; (iii) skill upgradation;(iv) sustainability of the project; (v) confidence building; and (vi) planning, implementing andmonitoring of watersheds. The new guideline has also developed the criteria for selecting traininginstitutions. These include: (i) experience in implementation of watershed development projects asPIA; (ii) good library and availability of communication; (iii) technology and other facilities forimparting training; (iv) faculty for training with adequate qualification; and (v) linkages with otheracademic and research institutions involved in watershed development. The training course mayinclude: (i) concept of watershed development; (ii) community organization; (iii) technical issues;(iv) accounts and administration; (v) issues of equity and sustainability, scientific inputs related togeographic information system (GIS) and role of remote sensing in watershed development; (vi) roleof PRIs; and (vii) involvement of women and weaker sections of society.
The role of government should be confined to provide financial and capacity building, and basicinfrastructure, enabling legal and political environment conducive to people’s participation inwatershed development programs (Singh 1991). Direct involvement in watershed developmentactivities is not therefore essential. It is important to delineate the roles and responsibilities of thegovernment, NGOs and local communities in watershed management activities. Institutions shouldbe developed for capacity building. The mandate of already existing institutions should be tuned tomeet the needs of rainfed areas. More proactive role in capacity building would develop bettercoordination between departments and communities.
Institution building
Social institutions are critical for the success of the watershed program. The role of such institutionsis to develop rules for planning and managing watershed activities, sharing costs and benefits anddispute resolution. With the growth of watershed programs in India, different forms of institutionsare evolving for managing watersheds. Some of the key factors that facilitate development of socialinstitutions in the context of watershed are listed below:
• Capacity building is the key to making sustainable institutions. It is more than creating awareness,technical training and exposure visits. It should lead to empowerment of the community andinformed decision-making. Capacity building has to be approached as a human resourcedevelopment strategy for sustainable management of the natural resource base and for addressingpoverty and livelihood security.• An assured flow of funds to the project maintains a high level of motivation. If project activitiescannot be completed, or project implementation is delayed, then people’s commitment to theproject cannot be sustained. Lack of motivation and commitment weakens the local institutions.• Cost sharing has to be ‘real’. Shramdan or contribution of voluntary labor does not necessarilycreate a feeling of ownership of the assets created for land and water development. Cashcontribution and private investment with or without credit ensures commitment to the institutionas well as to the project as a whole.• Strong dedicated and committed leadership helps to bind groups and give direction to thefulfillment of goals and objectives.
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• A shared perception of benefits by all group members is needed. The benefits may not be equal,but equitable, in that every member perceives some benefit for himself.
Similarly, there are many factors that impede the process of institution building in the watershedprograms. These need to be amicably addressed for the success of the watershed interventions. Someof the important factors are discussed below:
• Unreasonable quotas and targets: To meet the requirements of the watershed guidelines a target-oriented approach is adopted wherein funds have to be spent in specified time but does not allowtime for institution building. However, the society is completely ignorant about the purpose,plan and action of watershed development. In the absence of sufficient time, WatershedCommittees and other groups get formed quickly and capacity building remains at the level ofcreating awareness about the watershed project. This neither empowers the committee nor gainsthe trust of the WA. Such an observation was noted in the watershed under the RGWM and inone case in AGY, where the community was unaware about the watershed developmentprogram.• Lack of self-reliance: Excessive dependence of the Watershed Committee or WA on the PIA fordecision-making and implementation is an indication that effective capacity building has not takenplace. This reduces the sustainability of the institution.• Lack of transparency: This creates distrust about the motives of the Watershed Committee andweakens the WA. Lack of transparency leads to lack of confidence and trust between thecommunity and the committees. Until now there was a concentration on building WatershedCommittees for the implementation of the watershed management programs. However, theseCommittees do not always inspire confidence and trust from the community. It is necessary toensure that these Committees truly represent the interests of the community, and have beenformed with the consent of the community and not by an external agency.• Failure to mobilize local resources: Institution building and consensus building takes time. Ifoutside labor is brought to complete the physical works so that targets can be completed, withoutwaiting for the community to get together and take decisions, there is little motivation forinstitutions to be formed and strengthened.
Equally important in managing watershed programs are political will, support and commitment to thewatershed program. Regular flow of resources and funds is critical for the success of the watershedprogram. One of the case studies under AGY showed that funds did not flow in time that reverted theprocess of watershed development. Overall, at present there is strong political will at the nationallevel and many states (eg, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Rajasthan)are following the same. Effective planning, regular monitoring and evaluation are part of strongpolitical will. It is done through convergence of government departments associated with watersheddevelopment programs like agriculture, rural development, soil and water conservation, groundwater,animal husbandry, etc. These departments participate at all levels from the State down to the linedepartments at the village level. As discussed above, in addition to a strong political will, goodgovernance is very crucial. It is noted that a bureaucratic approach in the implementation of thewatershed programs will jeopardize the basic objectives of participatory watershed management.There is a need for a flexible approach that takes into consideration local conditions and provides forlocally adapted implementation strategies that are more successful in meeting the objectives ofwatershed management. Similarly, the roles of external institutions and organizations as stakeholdersneed to be well defined. External linkages with research institutions, credit institutions, markets, andgovernment departments are necessary for sustainability of interventions. However, local-level
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institutions should be empowered to access these linkages as was noted in ICRISAT’s consortiumapproach at Kothapally.
Conclusions
Water is one of the most limiting factors for further intensification and sustainability of agriculture inthe Asian SAT. Access to irrigation is the major contributing factor to the slow progress towardsagricultural transformation in the rainfed areas of SAT India. India has initiated the watersheddevelopment programs as a mechanism for improving agricultural productivity and mitigatingresource degradation in the rainfed and drought-prone regions. The watershed research anddevelopment program has a long history and has evolved through a long process of learning by doing.The program was shaped with time to meet the specific objectives in the rainfed areas with moreemphasis on involving community in planning and management of watershed. The three Ministriescurrently implement the watershed programs: Agriculture, Rural Development, and Environmentand Forests. The annual budget of the various ongoing national, bilateral and internationally-aidedprojects is estimated at US$500 million per year. A strong commitment by the Government and goodpolicy support for the program has led to widespread recognition of the role that watershed programscould play in agriculture and management of the natural resource base in the drylands. Availableestimates indicate that by the end of the IX Plan in 2002, about 27.5 million ha have been coveredunder the watershed programs. This is approximately 25% of the potential area for watersheddevelopment in the rainfed regions.
Yet a large portion of the rainfed area (75%) is yet to be brought under the watershed programs. Whilethere are some visible gains from the various watershed development programs, the sustainability ofthe investments undertaken by the different agencies has not been ensured mainly because ofinsufficient participation of the local communities. The first generation watershed programs sufferedfrom a top-down approach and technical focus on soil and water conservation without sufficientemphasis on livelihood benefits to the rural poor. Along with several socioeconomic studies, whichdocumented the weaknesses of various watershed management approaches, experience has shownthe difficulties of the top-down approach to natural resource management. This has led to thedevelopment of new policies and guidelines for a common approach to watershed management acrossthe different implementing agencies in the country. These policies combine the technical strengths ofthe older programs along with the lessons learned about the role of community participation. Evenafter the new policies have been issued, the watershed development program suffers from second andthird generation problems. The review of literature on the policy and institutional issues forwatershed management and major lessons from the case studies examined in this study indicate thefew critical areas that continue to affect the success of participatory community watershedmanagement in the country. These are mainly related to profitability of interventions, problems ofcollective action and active participation by the community, cost-sharing between individual farmersand the community/state, distribution of the gains from watershed management (equity) andnegative externalities (eg, upstream-downstream tradeoffs). These are inter-related problems. Forexample, the problems of collective action are related to inequity in the distribution of benefits withinthe community. The geographical and social diversity creates difficulties in sharing costs and benefitsof the program.
These challenges are made more complex by lack of supportive policies and legislations thatencourage cost-sharing and private and collective action in watershed programs. The landlesshouseholds and marginalized groups are especially vulnerable to exclusion from accessing the benefits
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of the programs. The high subsidies provided for the program, including soil and water conservationinvestments on private lands, make it difficult to effectively assess the real farmer and communitydemand for the programs. The required contributions from the private farmers specified in thedifferent guidelines are not also fully recovered from the farmers either in kind or in cash. Althoughexternal support would be needed to encourage investments on communal lands and local publicgoods, lack of some positive level of financial commitment from the individual farmers for soil andwater conservation investments on private lands undermines the objective of the program andthreatens the sustainability of the valuable investments created in many watershed villages. Moreresearch and corrective policy measures are needed to address these problems.
Further, it is essential to overcome the conflicting objectives and share benefits and cost evenly in theheterogeneous rural setting. Given the diversity of the rural social structure, different groups andindividual farmers have different and often conflicting interests. The conflicting objectives are to beminimized by evolving appropriate policies and institutional arrangements. The case studies assessedhere have clearly shown that success in attaining the stated objectives is associated with an integratedapproach where availability of profitable technologies for resource conservation and access to localmarkets encourage people’s participation in the watershed programs. Depending on the focus given tothis combination of technical support, social organization and market access, the review of diversedevelopment experiences indicates that most of the government-managed watershed programsperformed poorly, while those managed by research institutions and some NGOs were quitesuccessful. Lack of capacity in these important aspects are the principal reasons for poor performanceand failure of many watershed development programs. Careful integration of these components infuture policies and programs would help transform subsistence agriculture in rainfed areas while alsoprotecting the vital resource base. Periodic monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness andefficiency of the interventions and approaches as well as assessment of the multi-faceted impacts ofthe new generation of watershed programs implemented under the new guidelines would be useful togenerate useful data and lessons for scaling up successful approaches.
Knowledge Gaps and Areas for Future Research
Based on the above discussion and selected case studies, it is clear that the watershed program has thepotential to contribute to the development of rainfed areas. Success in attaining the livelihood andenvironmental objectives through watershed management relies on multiple factors, including accessto markets, technology and equitable access to the conserved water and other economic goods andservices generating tangible benefits to the poor. Equity in sharing the benefits is a vital considerationfor effective community participation (collective action). Few important gaps have emerged from theearlier studies and selected case studies, which need to be addressed through appropriate targeting ofresearch in multiple areas (viz., policy, institutional arrangements, and technology generation anddissemination). To address the second and third generation watershed management problems, thefollowing research issues are identified.
Policy research
• Develop suitable methods and assess the impact of watershed development on poverty alleviation,employment generation, livelihood patterns and conservation of soil and water resources in therainfed areas. Though the watershed program is reckoned a growth engine for the rainfed areas, nomechanism has been placed at the national and regional level for assessing the impact of investmentmade under the programs. Such initiatives at various levels could not be done because appropriate
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methodologies for estimating the economic and social benefits are often lacking. Two aspects areimportant: (1) development of suitable impact assessment methodologies using knowledge-basedtechniques (eg, remote sensing, bio-economic modeling and GIS); and (2) decision support systemmainly at the meso-level including multiple watersheds to assess the impact of differentapproaches and policies and to prioritize future investments.• Formulate investment strategies for watershed development. There is a need to prioritize regionsfor watershed development. This may be based on income (or poverty), rainfall, degradation of soiland water resources, and potential benefits from watershed programs. At present the program isoften launched based on physical conditions and characteristics. Ex-ante assessment of suitableapproaches, technologies, etc for specific locations using simulation modeling will be useful.• Develop policy options that would contribute to sustainability of watershed investments andcollective action by the community.• Develop policy instruments and strategies (including separation of water and land rights andestablishing transferable water rights) for sustainable use of groundwater resources and formanaging water as a scarce resource in rainfed regions.• Identify and develop policy options that would encourage individual resource users to share thecosts of conservation and resource-improving investments on private lands with the public(government) sector and the community.• Evolve policy options that ensure equitable sharing of watershed management benefits acrosssections of the watershed community (including the landless) and for allocating water and sharingcosts and benefits among upstream and downstream communities to mitigate the classic problemof externalities.• Identify policy options for introducing high-value commodities and marketing strategies in thewatershed areas to enhance productivity of water and other resources. This is needed becauseconsumption pattern of the consumers is rapidly changing in favor of dairy products, fruits,vegetables, poultry, meat, etc. Rainfed areas could quickly harness such diversificationopportunities because the high level of protection accorded to irrigated crops is likely to slow downthe shift in the production portfolio in irrigated areas.• Develop methods for effective integration of production, marketing and agro-processing to tap thefull benefits of diversification into high-value commodities as part of the watershed programs. Thisis essential because high-value commodities are often perishable and need to be marketed andconsumed quickly or processed by adding value. This requires developing innovative approaches forlinking watersheds to markets by adding value to local products.• Develop strategies for strengthening crop-livestock integration in watershed development to tapsynergies between the complementary sectors. The UGs should be encouraged to build theirlivelihood strategies according to competitive advantages.• Assess trade-offs between efficiency vs equity vs sustainability in the process of watersheddevelopment and identify options to enhance complementarities.
Institutional research
• Since watershed programs call for collective action, it is pertinent to develop more effective andtransparent institutional framework for enhancing people’s participation. Such an arrangement isnecessary to overcome the conflicting objectives, free riders’ problem, and sharing costs andbenefits. Mechanisms for enhancing equity in sharing benefits and cost-sharing between the privateresource user and the community and the public sector need to be explored.
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• Understand more critically and analytically the determinants for effective people’s participation.• Institutionalize mechanisms for strengthening partnership between the government, private sector,non-government agencies, research institutions, and clearly defining their roles and responsibilitiesto achieve convergence and efficiency.• Promote innovative institutions (for example, contract farming or cooperatives) to strengthenproduction and marketing in the watershed areas. The private sector is gradually promotingcontract farming for numerous commodities. There is a need to attract the private sector tofunction in watershed areas. It will ensure farmers better prices and timely procurement.• Devise innovative methods for speedy and reliable flow of information (specially technology andmarkets) to optimize the benefits of watershed development. Develop methods to up-scale VUSATto disseminate information by making use of ICT on latest technologies, markets, prices, etc.
Technology-related research
• Develop targeted technologies to meet the needs of small farmers based on their resourceendowments. There is a need to develop watershed management technologies that would conservethe resource base and also provide short-term economic benefits to the land users. Conservationtechnologies become attractive to small farmers when complemented with productivity enhancingoptions (eg, fertilizer use, new seeds, crop management, pest management, supplementaryirrigation, etc).• Improve productivity of groundwater and surface water through better management, harvestingand conservation structures, use of improved germplasm, and diversification of production thatwould allow multiple use of water. Methods for reducing losses and improving efficiency ofsupplemental irrigation or rainwater in crop growth.• Utilize local resources and traditional knowledge for maximizing returns to investment inwatershed development programs.
Problems of scaling up
• Up to a point, similar upstream-downstream tradeoffs apply for communities within largerwatershed or sub-basin systems. Soil and water conservation by upstream communities maybenefit the wells and tanks of downstream communities. However, once land and water useintensification upstream crosses a threshold of zero runoff or groundwater depletion, thedownstream areas may actually suffer as a result of upstream watershed management. Significantareas in semi-arid Deccan India (characterized by high density of irrigation tanks to capture surfacerunoff coupled with limited groundwater recharge potential in granitic or basalt hard rock aquifers)have already reached this stage. This indicates the need to move from micro-watershed to meso-watersheds to understand the spatial interlinakges and externalities before effective approaches toscaling up are developed.• There is a need to quantify social benefits including the various on-site and off-site economic impactsand environmental services provided by the watershed interventions and identify the long-termtangible and intangible benefits of such programs. This will help estimate the magnitude of benefitsaccruing to individual farmers and to society and to identify the level of external support that wouldbe justified to motivate individual farmers to undertake private and collective investments.• Suitable approaches and dissemination strategies need to be developed to scale up/out successfulapproaches that encourage collective action and generate attractive socioeconomic andenvironmental benefits to the community.
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Appendix
Checklist of Issues and Questions for Focus Group Discussions
Watershed profile
1. Name of the watershed:2. Starting year for watershed development:3. Year of withdrawal (completion):4. Watershed area:5. Watershed works:6. What types of structures were constructed to conserve soil and water in the arable and non-arableareas?7. How did villagers participate in developing the structures?8. Which category of villagers participated in developing the structures?
Cost and benefits of watershed
9. How was the cost shared?10. What types of benefits were realized?
Benefits of watershed program
11. How did the cropping patterns change?12. Has groundwater improved as a result of water resource development?13. Did surface water improve?14. Did arable area increase as a consequence of watershed development activities?15. Did irrigated area increase? If yes, how is the additional irrigated area used?16. Has the rate of siltation in reservoir/tank changed?17. Has the forest area expanded?18. Have crop yields increased?
Maintenance of watershed
19. How are the structures maintained?20. Who bears the cost of maintenance?21. In case of any breach in structures, how are repairs made? Who bears the cost?22. If the structures are not constructed, how would it affect irrigated area and cropping pattern?23. What is the current status of the structure?
Benefit sharing
24. How was the benefit of watershed structures shared: Water, fodder, fuel-wood and drinking water?25. Has income of the majority of farmers increased? If yes, which group benefited? How havewatershed activities increased income?
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26. Has employment of farmers (men and women) and landless laborers improved as a consequenceof structures introduced?27. Has migration of farmers/landless laborers changed?28. Has the net income of farmers changed? If yes, how much?29. Did watershed programs help in improving the quality of life?
Institutional arrangements
30. Are watershed association/watershed committees, user groups/self-help groups constituted forplanning/execution/monitoring/maintenance?31. If yes, how do they function? What is their present status?32. Why watershed activities are not adopted in the neighboring villages?33. What problems were encountered in maintaining the watershed structures?34. What problems were faced in sharing cost and benefits within the community?35. How were problems and social conflicts resolved?
Exit policy
36. What mechanisms have been developed for withdrawal (exit policy) from the watershed?37. If yes, how does it function? Who manages it?38. If not, what is the impact of lack of proper exit policies?
Beneficiaries’ perceptions
39. In your opinion, how should the watershed programs be developed, monitored and managed?What should be the mechanism of distributing costs and benefits?40. Are farmers, landless laborers, women and other stakeholders satisfied with the watersheddevelopment? If yes, why?
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